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Abstract

Particle accelerators represent an indispensable tool in science, healthcare, and industry.

However, the size and cost of conventional radio-frequency accelerators limits the utility

and reach of this technology. Dielectric laser accelerators (DLAs) provide a compact and

cost-effective solution to this problem by driving accelerator nanostructures with visible or

near-infrared (NIR) pulsed lasers, resulting in a 104 reduction of scale. Furthermore, as

their name implies, DLAs do not use metals as their material of construction, as metals

are highly absorptive at optical and NIR wavelengths, but rather dielectric materials such

as silicon, silicon dioxide, silicon nitride. The large damage threshold of these materials

allows for the potential of DLAs to operate at acceleration gradients upwards of 1 GV/m,

as compared to RF-accelerators which are limited to gradients around 30-100 MV/m due

to the breakdown of copper. Additionally, DLAs benefit from the precise nanofabrication

techniques that have been developed over the past 60 years in the semiconductor industry to

allow for high-yield and low-cost. Lastly, DLAs can be pumped by commercially available

femtosecond pulsed lasers that are capable of peak fields easily exceeding GV/m. For the

above reasons, dielectric laser accelerators are well poised to become an impactful accelerator

technology. Current implementations of DLAs rely on free-space lasers directly incident on

the accelerating structures, limiting the scalability of this technology due to the need of

bulky optics and precise mechanical alignment. Therefore, integration with an inherently

scalable architecture, such as photonic integrated circuits, is paramount to the development

of an MeV-scale DLA for applications.

In this dissertation, I will present the first demonstration of a waveguide-integrated

DLA, designed using a photonic inverse design approach. I will first review the operation

of DLAs and describe how one can formulate a figure-of-merit for the optimization of these

structures. I will then briefly introduce the inverse design framework that allows for effi-

cient free-form optimization of these structures, enabling search of a design-space that goes
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far beyond that of the tuning of a few geometric parameters. With an integrated accel-

erator design obtained, we then turn our attention to on-chip coupling methods for DLA

applications. Here again, the inverse design framework is employed to produce broadband

grating couplers. We then show experimental results of our single-stage on-chip integrated

accelerator, from which we infer a maximum energy gain of 0.915 keV over 30 µm, corre-

sponding to an acceleration gradient of 30.5 MeV/m. Lastly, we explore new directions

to reach higher on-chip acceleration gradients and larger energy-gain, including utilizing

foundry fabrication for multi-stage accelerators.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Particle Accelerators

The words “particle accelerator” usually conjure images of massive scientific structures used

for high energy experiments. For example, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), central to the

discovery of the Higgs Boson in 2012, comes to mind. While these titanic particle colliders

are indeed particle accelerators, they represent less-than 1% of the near 40,000 accelerators

in use globally. In contrast, greater than 14,000 accelerators are used worldwide for cancer

therapies, 11,000 accelerators are used in ion implantation, and 10,500 accelerators are used

in other industrial processing applications [1]. The difference between particle accelerators

used in the discovery of novel physics, versus those used to treat cancer, is the energy

at which they operate. High-energy physics experiments use particles at energies greater

than a GeV and the LHC operates at TeV energies, while most applications are done with

particles of energy in the 1-20 MeV range.

No matter what energy these accelerators operate at, or their intended use, they all

accelerate charged particles (such as electrons, protons, and ions) through the application

of an electric field, thus supplying a force to the particle. This electric field can take the

form of a static field, such as in the cathode-ray tube J.J. Thompson used to discover

the electron [2], or an oscillating field, commonly used in most operational accelerators

today. Oscillating-field accelerators traditionally used radio-frequency (RF) electromagnetic

radiation until William W. Hansen pioneered the use of microwave sources at Stanford in

1937 [3]. Modern day accelerators, including the linear accelerator at SLAC, the Linac

Coherent Light Source (LCLS), operate at microwave wavelengths (the LCLS operates at

1.3 GHz [4]), but are still referred collectively as RF accelerators.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

While a variety of RF accelerator geometries exist, such as cyclotrons and synchrotrons,

we focus our attention on linear accelerators (linacs), as their operation most closely re-

sembles the work in this thesis. In a linear accelerator, a charged particle travels down a

beamline where it encounters metallic (often copper) cavities driven by microwave fields.

As the electric fields are oscillating, the accelerator is designed such that the electron only

experiences fields of a particular polarity, thus providing net acceleration to the particle.

Depending on the desired energy and application, this accelerator can span a few meters to

kilometers, with the LCLS at SLAC (Stanford) standing as the longest linear accelerator

at 3.2 km.

The reason for this length is two-fold. First, the wavelength of these accelerators sets the

fundamental length-scale of the associated components. As these accelerators operate at

microwave frequencies, corresponding to a wavelength of approximately 20 cm, this would

dictate that the accelerators will be macroscopic in nature. Secondly, these accelerators

operate at their damage limit, and so the only way to reach higher energies is through addi-

tional length. Typical RF accelerators operate at acceleration gradients, the average energy

gain per unit length, of around 30-40 MeV/m for a low fault error rate. However, super-

conducting cavities and accelerators that make use of other RF-bands allow for gradients

approaching 130-150 MeV/m [5].

There are, however, consequences associated with the sheer scale of these accelerators.

Linear accelerators used as sources for free-electron lasers (FELs) are in demand by re-

searchers all over the world. As of 2019, only 14 facilities operate for scientific research,

resulting in intense competition for precious beam time [6]. One reason for the lack of oper-

ational FELs is the size and cost of building and maintaining these structures. The original

cost of LCLS was $220 million in 2002, and the LCLS II upgrade required an additional

$1 billion [7]. In another application-space, radiation produced by particle accelerators for

treatment of post tumor excision has been shown to dramatically reduce the rate of cancer

recurrence. However, the cost of building rooms safe for operation of the accelerator and

purchasing the accelerator itself provide a hurdle for widespread availability of treatment.

These two examples highlight the need to explore novel accelerator technologies that are

physically smaller in dimension, can operate at higher damage thresholds, and promise

lower costs. One such pathway is through dielectric laser accelerators.
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1.2 Dielectric Laser Accelerators

Dielectric laser accelerators (DLAs) are an emerging branch of particle accelerators that

operate at near-infrared (NIR) and visible wavelengths. This 104 scale-down in wavelength

from microwaves to the NIR allows for a similar scale-down of the physical dimension of the

accelerator, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Since metals are highly absorptive at optical and

NIR wavelengths, DLAs instead use dielectric materials such as silicon, silicon dioxide, and

silicon nitride in their construction. The benefits of this material exchange are multitude.

Firstly, dielectric media can sustain electric fields exceeding 1 GV/m, providing an avenue

towards extremely high gradient accelerators. Next, precise nano-fabrication techniques

have advanced over the past 60 years to produce high-yield and low-cost semiconductor

devices, and similarly, DLA fabrication benefits from the maturity of these processes. Lastly,

these dielectric materials are transparent to wavelengths pumped by powerful commercially

available femtosecond pulsed lasers, capable of peak fields easily exceeding GV/m. For the

above reasons, dielectric laser accelerators are well poised to become an impactful accelerator

technology.

To understand how a DLA works, first consider the issue of pure laser acceleration. Panel

A of Figure 1.2 depicts an electron in vacuum, illuminated by a monochromatic plane-wave

laser field. For every positive-phase cycle providing acceleration to the right, the next phase-

cycle provides a kick to the left. returning the electron to the original position. This process

results in a net-zero acceleration. To get around this, one must take advantage of the near-

fields of a periodic structure, such as a grating (Panel B of Figure 1.2). The specifics of this

structure are discussed in Chapter 2; simply put, the grating is designed such that the time

it takes an electron travelling from the grating-tooth to grating-trench is equal to half the

optical cycle. In this scheme, the electron is phase-matched to the fields, and experiences

net acceleration. This process is commonly referred to as the inverse Smith-Purcell effect

[14].

1.2.1 Past Demonstrations

The idea of using lasers for particle acceleration has existed in some form since 1962 [15],

with the first experimental demonstration of the inverse Smith-Purcell effect done in 1987

[16]. This experiment utilized metallic gratings and sub-millimeter wavelength sources to

demonstrate an energy gain of 5 eV on an electron beam of initial energy 80 keV. Decades
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106 100 10-3 10-8 10-11 10-13

Wavelength [m]

Radio waves Microwaves IR UV X-rays Gamma-rays

2 μm

A. B. C. D.

Figure 1.1: Comparing sources and structures of conventional microwave acceler-
ators and dielectric laser accelerators. Conventional accelerators operate at microwave
wavelengths. They are driven by (A.) klystron sources [8] and utilize (B.) copper cavities
which are macroscopic in dimension [9]. In contrast, dielectric laser accelerators can take
advantage of powerful and commercially available (C.) pulsed femtosecond lasers [10] to
drive (D.) nanofabricated structures etched in dielectric materials such as silicon, silicon
dioxide, and silicon nitride [11]. Images reproduced from cited sources, under Creative
Commons license [12, 13].

later, in 2006, the use of dielectric materials, nano-fabrication technology, and visible to

NIR pulsed lasers was first proposed, providing the framework for the modern dielectric

laser accelerators [17]. This concept was realized in 2013 with back-to-back publications

of dielectric laser acceleration of non-relativistic electrons in Peter Hommelhoff’s group

[18] and acceleration of relativistic electrons by members of Stanford and SLAC [19]. The

non-relativistic experiment demonstrated acceleration gradients of 25 MeV/m and structure

factors (the ratio of acceleration gradient to peak incident field) of 0.01. The relativistic

experiment produced gradients greater than 250 MeV/m with a structure factor of about

0.1.

Since 2015, the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation has funded the Accelerator on a

Chip International Program (ACHIP). This is an international collaboration between 12
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Figure 1.2: Laser-based particle acceleration. A. Demonstration of infeasibility of
laser acceleration in vacuum by a monochromatic plane wave source. All energy gain by
the electron during one phase cycle is canceled during the next. B. In dielectric laser
acceleration, net energy gain is achieved by phase-matching the electron to the near-fields
of a periodic structure. The time it takes the electron to travel from the grating-tooth to
grating-trench is equal to half an optical cycle.

institutions and over 80 researchers (Panel A of Figure 1.3). During the first five years

of this program, experiments have showcased the use of silicon as a DLA platform [20–

22], multi-staged and bunched acceleration [23–25], DLA focusing [26], and high-gradient

demonstrations [27, 28]. A summary of these experiments is presented in Table 1.1.

One characteristic shared between these experiments is the use of lasers directly incident

on the DLA structure. While this method of illumination allows for proof-of-principle, to

reach the energies relevant for applications, i.e. MeV-scale, a greater interaction length

between the laser fields and the electrons is required. Within this direct-incidence approach,

one method of increasing the interaction length is through the use of a pulse-front tilt. In
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Table 1.1: Summary of DLA results. Reported are acceleration gradients (G) energy gain
(∆E) and structure factor, the ratio of gradient to peak incident field (G/E0).

Year Citation Acc. Gradient [MeV/m] Energy Gain [keV] Structure Factor

2013 [18] 25 0.3 0.01
2013 [19] 191-300 69-110 0.08-0.1
2015 [20] 196-376 1.05-1.95 0.22-0.42
2015 [22] 218 1.22 0.13
2018 [27] 133-200 2-3 0.27-0.41
2018 [23] 69 2.6 0.05
2018 [28] 850 18.5 0.12
2018 [29] 560 280 0.11
2019 [24] 60 1.3 0.2
2020 [21] 178 2.67 0.27

this scheme, the laser pulse is incident at an angle, such that the entire spatial extent of the

pulse does not reach the interaction point of the accelerator at once [29]. Rather, the tilted

beam tracks the trajectory of the electron, extending the interaction between the laser field

and electron. However, even here, bulky free-space optics are necessary, which is not ideal

for the final goal of a compact accelerator. To this end, we turn to integrated photonics,

where light can be coupled, routed, and manipulated all over a few millimeters of chip area.

1.2.2 Integration with Photonic Circuits

The advantage of silicon photonics lies in the ability to integrate multiple components

and functionalities onto a single millimeter-scale package. This not only includes passive

structures, but also active devices which are controlled electronically. The photonic circuits

allow for coupling light into low-loss waveguides, routing and splitting light into waveguide-

networks, on-chip manipulation of the properties of light (polarization, phase, amplitude),

optical switching through integrated interferometers or resonators, and electronic read-out

of optical signals with integrated photodetectors [30]. With these basic components, systems

that would have taken the area of multiple optical tables can fit onto a single chip. In

both academia and industry, integrated photonics platforms have been used to develop and

demonstrate applications such as LiDAR beam-steering [31, 32], bio-sensing [33, 34], optical

communication [35], and quantum computing [36]. Similarly, dielectric laser accelerators

aim to benefit from the scalability and functionality integrated photonics has to offer.

For our application of DLAs, what is required is a method of coupling light from an
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A.

B. C.

Figure 1.3: Overview of ACHIP collaboration. A. Image of collaboration members
taken at DESY in Hamburg, Germany in September 2018. B. SEM image of pioneering
fused-silica grating dielectric laser accelerator used to demonstrate gradients exceeding 250
MeV/m for relativistic electrons (60 MeV) with a structure factor G/E0 ∼ 0.1. Image
reproduced from [11] under Creative Commons license [12]. C. SEM image of modern direct-
incidence DLA geometry of dual pillars. Dual-drive experiment demonstrates maximal
gradients of 200 MeV/m and energy gain of 3 keV, with a structure factor of G/E0 ∼ 0.41.
Figure reproduced with permission of Dr. Kenneth Leedle.

external source on to the chip (grating input couplers), splitting light into a large net-

work to increase the interaction length (Y-splitters), maintaining a specific timing between

the laser pulses and the electron (waveguide delay lines), ensuring the fields are in-phase

with the electron (integrated phase shifters), and finally a structure which manipulates the
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waveguide mode into a field pattern that can provide acceleration to the electron (on-chip

particle accelerator). In Figure 1.4, such a photonic integrated circuit is demonstrated. All

the devices mentioned exist in standard form, except this ”on-chip particle accelerator.” In

the Figure 1.4, the integrated accelerator is represented as the pillars from free-space experi-

ments; however, due to scattering and reflections in the waveguide, producing an integrated

accelerator based on such simple designs becomes more challenging. Moreover, while de-

vices such as grating couplers and Y-splitters are common, existing designs may not be

suitable for the specifications required for the on-chip accelerator application (bandwidth,

high damage threshold) and so must also be re-designed as well.

input couplers

optical phase shifters accelerator structures

e- bunch

dielectric waveguide

network

input 

laser pulses

pulse delay 

to match 

e- velocity

50 μm

x

z

Figure 1.4: Schematic of multi-stage on-chip integrated dielectric laser accelera-
tor. Multiple stages of a dielectric laser accelerator are fed by a waveguide network. Light is
coupled to chip through the use of grating couplers and timing between the light pulses and
the electron trajectory is set by waveguide delay-lines. Fine-tuning of the optical phase of
fields is accomplished through integrated phase shifters. Figure reproduced with permission
of Dr. Tyler Hughes.

Thankfully, in the past decade, photonic inverse design methods have provided a pow-

erful tool for designing integrated photonic components [37–44]. In this thesis, we show

how one can use inverse design techniques to design a waveguide-integrated dielectric laser

accelerator. Integrated in a silicon photonics framework, we now have a pathway towards
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a compact MeV-scale on-chip particle accelerator.

1.3 Applications of Linear Accelerators

Before diving into the development of a waveguide-integrated particle accelerator, we first

review some of the applications of linear accelerators, and the energy ranges and beam

parameters required. A summary of electron linac applications, and their associated pa-

rameters [45, 46], is provided in Table 1.2. We consider some of these applications in greater

depth below.

Cancer therapy: The largest fraction of operational particle accelerators are used

in the medical field. Most linear accelerators used in medicine are for radiotherapy,

where high energy electrons, X-rays, or protons interact with cancerous cells, breaking

molecular bonds and causing the cell to die. The radiation is equally capable of killing

healthy cells, and so precisely depositing the energy of the particles is critical. Each

particle has its own advantages/disadvantages: X-rays have decent penetration, but

low precision; electrons require low energies (4-12 MeV) and have decent precision,

but have low penetration; and protons are highly precise, but require large energies

(∼150 MeV) and costly accelerators. In this class of applications, electron linacs are

used for both electron therapy, and as the source to generate the X-rays for X-ray

therapy. Moreover, electron beam currents for these applications are quite modest, in

the nA range [46]. A detailed look at a specific form of electron radiotherapy, targeted

intra-opeartive radiotherapy, is provided in Section 1.3.1 due to its relevance as a DLA

application.

Sterilization: Sterilization involves breaking bonds in pathological micro-organisms

and agents to kill harmful bacteria, fungi, and viruses. Electron accelerators are used

to generate 1-10 MeV electrons, capable of sterilizing medical equipment, crop seeds,

grains, nuts, and spices. While cited figures for the accelerators call for large currents

in the mA range [45], a compact accelerator able to achieve MeV-range electrons

at a lower current may be suitable for sterilizing single-items. This would open up

an application space for the reuse of medical equipment. For example, testing for

the COVID-19 virus was limited during the start of the US outbreak partially due

shortages of personal protective equipment (PPE). A compact, cost-effective, and
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Figure 1.5: Dose depth curve for particles and photons used in radiotherapy. High
energy particles and photons are used to break molecular bonds of cancerous cells, leading
to cell-death. Each particle has its own advantages and disadvantages: 4-20 MeV X-rays are
able to penetrate deeply, but have low precision. Electrons require low energies (4-12 MeV),
have decent precision, but have low penetration. Protons are highly precise, but need large
energies (∼150 MeV), requiring costly accelerators. In this class of applications, electron
linacs are used for both electron therapy, as well as a source to generate X-rays. Figure
kindly adapted by Meredith Fields from source [47], under Creative Commons license [13].

mass-producible electron beam sterilizer may have allowed for wide reuse of PPE,

potentially alleviating this issue. Moreover, as plastic items are able to be sterilized

through electron-beam irradiation [48, 49], the reuse of traditionally single-use items

would provide environmental impact as well.

Security: Electron linear accelerators can be used to generate X-rays by colliding

the accelerated particle beam at a tungsten target. During the collision, the electrons
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are suddenly decelerated, emitting Bremsstrahlung (braking) radiation where roughly

1% is in the X-ray spectrum. Accelerators used to produce X-rays are employed

in security applications. For example, Rapiscan Systems produces a truck-mounted

electron linac X-ray generator for scanning cargo at harbors [50, 51]. This truck-

mounted accelerator operates at 9 MeV and has average beam currents of 3.8µA and

peak beam currents of 378.8µA. Potential may exist for a lower-current compact

accelerator suitable for field-use in security and defense applications.

Table 1.2: Summary of applications and associated parameters for electron linacs.
Application Beam Energy (MeV) Beam Current (mA) Number Operational

Cancer therapy 4-20 10−6 − 10−2 14,000
Material processing ≤ 10 150 7,5000

Sterilization ≤ 10 10 3,000
X-ray screening 4-10 N/A 100

1.3.1 Case Study: Targeted Intra-operative Radiotherapy

One specific form of cancer therapy is targeted intra-operative radiotherapy (IORT). IORT

is a radiotherapy technique where high-energy electrons irradiate tissue around a region

where a tumor was excised, the tumor bed. This is an important aspect of treatment for

cancers; even if a tumor is removed, cancerous cells can remain and locally recur. Targeted

IORT approaches take advantage of the short depth-of-penetration of MeV-scale electrons

to irradiate the tumor bed in a highly targeted and precise manner. Without post-excision

radiation treatment, the recurrence rate of cancer in a breast is 35% [52]. With radiation

treatment, this number is reduced to 10% and modern techniques further bring this number

to 4.2% [53]. In a 2014 study, the ELIOT trial found that IORT techniques reduced the

5-year recurrence of breast cancer to 4.4%, and down to 1.5% for a low-risk group [54, 55].

Since the 1990s, a number of portable1 linear accelerators have been available for IORT

applications, such as the Mobetron 2000, LIAC, and NOVAC-7 accelerators. The benefit of

these portable accelerators is that they can be housed in operating rooms (OR), instead of

separate radiotherapy rooms. Not only does this reduce costs of adoption, but also reduces

1The literature refers to these accelerators as “portable,” or “mobile.” Note that the Mobetron 1000
weighs in at 4000 lbs, and the second generation Mobetron 2000 at 3000 lbs.
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the risk of complication and infection arising during transport of an anesthetized patient

from the OR to the room housing the accelerator.

To highlight the specifications of one of these portable accelerators, we focus our at-

tention to the Mobetron 2000 [46]. The first Mobetron prototype was established in 1998,

followed by commercial use in 1999. The second generation Mobetron 2000, commissioned

in 2016, delivers electrons with energies at 6, 9, and 12 MeV, at a dose rate of 10 Gy/min

or 3 Gy/min. The accelerator is able to rotate from −10◦ to +30◦ and translated 30 cm

vertically, and 10 cm in-plane. A schematic depicting its use in IORT for breast cancer is

shown in Panel A of Figure 1.6 and depth-penetration curves per electron energy are shown

in Panel B of Figure 1.6. To determine the beam current, a quantity of interest from the

accelerator development point-of-view, we reference the dosimetry calculation in Appendix

A. For a dose rate of 10 Gy/min, electrons of energy at 9 MeV, 80% PPD of 3 cm (obtained

from Mobetron 2000 spec sheet), and assuming a 1.5 cm2 region of exposure, we obtain

an electron beam current of 0.17 nA. This nano-ampere beam current is expected to be

achievable by a DLA [56].

A. B.

Figure 1.6: Mobetron 2000 medical electron linear accelerator for use in targeted
intra-opeartive radiotherapy. A. Image of the Mobetron 2000, a current-day example
of a portable accelerator that is kept in an operating room. The Mobetron 2000 is used
to irradiate tissue surrounding an excised tumor in order to prevent recurrence of cancer.
B. Dose depth curves for operative energies of Mobetron 2000. The commissioning report,
[46], found most patients could be treated with the 6 MeV and 9 MeV energies. Figures
reproduced from [46], under Creative Commons license [57].
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As stated in the commissioning report for the Mobetron 2000 [46], the ability to achieve

access for treatment had the largest effect on the time the patient spent in the OR, as

well as the success of the irradiation. This suggests that the “portable” accelerator is still

far too bulky, and an alternate accelerator technology with similar specs but smaller form

factor would be even more effective than current devices for IORT. This underscores the

importance of the development of a compact, on-chip, MeV-scale DLA for use in medical

applications.

1.4 Thesis Organization

In this thesis, I present the design and demonstration of an on-chip laser-driven particle ac-

celerator. Specifically, we use an inverse design approach to develop a waveguide-integrated

DLA on a 500 nm device layer silicon-on-insulator platform. This on-chip accelerator is

pumped by coupling light from a pulsed laser, through a broadband grating coupler (also

designed through inverse design techniques), and exciting a waveguide mode which acts as

the source for the accelerator. This result represents a major milestone for on-chip dielec-

tric laser accelerators and paves the way for future higher-gradient and multi-stage on-chip

accelerator experiments.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 overviews the operation of dielectric laser accelerators and how one can

define an objective function for the optimization of these devices. Then, the inverse

design framework is briefly presented and practical considerations are discussed for

the design of a waveguide-integrated accelerator. A discussion of materials used in

the DLA community is provided, before discussing the results of the optimization of

an accelerator on a silicon-on-insulator platform. Finally, simulated analysis of the

resulting design is performed.

Chapter 3 discusses laser coupling strategies and requirements for on-chip DLA ap-

plications. A method of designing broadband grating couplers using inverse design is

presented, and gratings designed through this approach are experimentally character-

ized. After validating this approach, the couplers used for the waveguide-integrated

acceleration experiment are discussed.
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Chapter 4 provides information on the fabrication of the waveguide-integrated DLA

devices and the experimental setup used to characterize them. The acceleration spec-

tra obtained from the experiment are shown and discussed. Post-experiment damage

analysis suggests improvements on future designs for greater robustness.

Chapter 5 explores new directions to reach higher on-chip acceleration gradients

and larger energy gain. We introduce accelerators operating in telecom wavelengths

to offer a greater degree of optical characterization, and improvements in grating

coupler optimization. Additionally, we discuss two methods of reaching larger energy

gain: the first is utilizing an angled grating coupler to implement an on-chip pulse

front tilt, and the second is to design a multi-stage on-chip accelerator.

Chapter 6 concludes with an outlook on this work and the promising future of

dielectric laser accelerators.

The work presented in this thesis is largely based on the following publications:

[58] Neil V. Sapra, Ki Youl Yang, Dries Vercruysse, Kenneth J. Leedle, Dylan S. Black, R.

Joel England, Logan Su et al. “On-chip integrated laser-driven particle accelerator.”

Science 367, no. 6473 (2020): 79-83.

[59] Neil V. Sapra, Dries Vercruysse, Logan Su, Ki Youl Yang, Jinhie Skarda, Alexander

Y. Piggott, and Jelena Vučković. “Inverse design and demonstration of broadband

grating couplers.” IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics 25, no. 3

(2019): 1-7.



Chapter 2

Waveguide-Integrated Dielectric
Laser Accelerators

2.1 Theory and Operation of Dielectric Laser Accelerators

Dielectric laser accelerators (DLAs) utilize the near-fields of a periodic structure, such that

these fields are phase-matched to electrons of a specified velocity, v = βc0, where c0 is the

speed of light in vacuum and β is the ratio of v to c0.

To uncover this condition of phase-matching, consider an electron traveling in the +z

direction, near a periodic structure with period Λ, also in the z-direction. We illuminate

this structure with a laser-field which propagates in the +y direction with the electric field

polarized in z. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2. The discussion below follows closely from

the derivation presented in [60].

The acceleration gradient, G, of a particle over a single period of this structure is given

by

G(x, y; s) =
1

Λ

∫ Λ/2

−Λ/2
Ez(x, y, z; t = (z + s)/βc0) dz (2.1)

where the time coordinate is paramaterized by the motion of an electron traveling at velocity

v = βc0 through the cell with trajectory z(t) = βc0t−s where s is some initial position that

provides a phase off-set between the electron entering the cell and the evolution of the electric

field. Expressing 2.1 with complex harmonic electric fields Ẽz(x, y, z; t = (z + s)/βc0) =

Ẽz(x, y, z;ω)eiωz/βc0eiωs/βc0 , we obtain

15
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G(x, y; s) =
1

Λ

∫ Λ/2

−Λ/2
Re{Ẽz(x, y, z;ω)eiωz/βc0eiωs/βc0} dz. (2.2)

Due to the periodicity in z, we can express the spatial fields in terms of the Fourier-series

Ẽz(x, y, z;ω) =

m=∞∑
m=−∞

ẽm(x, y;ω)e−im
2π
Λ
z, (2.3)

where

ẽm(x, y;ω) =
1

Λ

∫ Λ/2

−Λ/2
Ẽz(x, y, z;ω)e−im

2π
Λ
z dz, (2.4)

represents the complex amplitude for the m-th diffraction order. With the spatial fields

represented in the Fourier expansion, the expression for the acceleration gradient can be

integrated to obtain

G(x, y; s) = Re

{
e
iωs
βc0

m=∞∑
m=−∞

ẽm(x, y;ω) sinc

(
Λ

βλ0
−m

)}
. (2.5)

where sinc(x) = sin(πx)/πx is the normalized sinc function.

For maximal energy gain, we wish to obtain the largest contribution from the sinc

function. Therefore, the argument of the sinc function in Eqn. 2.5 should be such that

Λ

βλ0
−m = 0,

providing the phase-synchronous acceleration condition on the accelerator period

Λ = mβλ0. (2.6)

Now with the accelerator period fixed to an integer multiple of βλ0, Λ = nβλ0, the sinc

function acts as a Kronecker delta function, δmn, as the normalized sinc function evaluates

to unity when the argument is zero, and zero for non-zero integer arguments.

G(x, y; s) = Re
{
e
iωs
βc0 ẽn(x, y;ω)

}
.

= |ẽn(x, y;ω)| cos

(
ωs

βc0
+ φm

) (2.7)
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where φm = tan−1 (Im{ẽn}/Re{ẽn}) is the phase of the Fourier amplitude. For most sys-

tems, the amplitude of the first-order Fourier amplitude will be the largest, and so for n = 1

and if the electron and fields are taken to be in-phase, then we obtain a final expression for

the acceleration gradient which can be computed completely in the frequency-domain.

G(x, y;ω) = |ẽ1(x, y;ω)|

=
1

Λ

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ Λ/2

−Λ/2
Ẽz(x, y, z;ω)e

−iωz
βc0 dz

∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.8)

2.2 Photonic Inverse Design

To shape the near-fields of the accelerator to maximize Equation 2.8, we require a spe-

cific arrangement of sub-wavelength features. While the phase-synchronous condition of

Equation 2.6 tells us that the accelerator structure must be periodic structure, there are

few additional physical principles we can invoke to guarantee an accelerator that is robust

to fabrication, supports the entire bandwidth of incident pulses, and produces a large ac-

celeration gradient. Furthermore, in a waveguide-integrated platform, this design problem

becomes additionally difficult due to scattering and reflections of the waveguide mode from

these sub-wavelength features. This contributes to additional design complexity not present

in the direct-incidence structures.

In the last decade, inverse design methods, based on adjoint sensitivity analysis, have

emerged as a powerful tool for photonic designers [37]. Traditional design approaches rely

on the tuning of geometric parameters, such as the location and size of a few etched holes;

however, this brute-force sweep severely limits the design space to a subset of possibilities.

In contrast, using inverse design, one simply specifies the desired functionality of the device

and the design region geometry, over which free-form optimization takes place.

For the accelerator design problem, the acceleration gradient is the natural figure-of-

merit for the optimization. The next step towards optimization is taking the gradient1

of the objective function, F = G(ω), with respect to the design parameters, in this case

a spatially discretized version of the permittivity which we will denote as the vector p.

At first glance, computing this gradient would be costly as it would require a separate

1Note, acceleration gradient, G(ω), is separate from the mathematical gradient operation ∇pF =[
∂F
∂p1

... ∂F
∂pN

]
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simulation for every degree of freedom to calculate how the objective function, F , is varied

through variation of the i-th discretized cell, ∂F
∂pi

. For large simulation domains, or small

grid sizes, one can see that calculating gradients through this brute-force approach becomes

quickly intractable. Thankfully, the adjoint variable method provides an efficient method

of calculating this gradient.

The adjoint variable method has been derived in detail in numerous publications and

theses [38, 61, 62], and so only an overview of the relevant results will be provided here.

Starting with Maxwell’s Equation in the frequency domain,

(∇×∇×−ω2εµ0)E = −iωµ0J, (2.9)

we spatially discretize the permittivity distribution, fields, source, and operators to obtain

the matrix equation

A(p)x = b (2.10)

where A(p) ∈ CN×N represents (∇ × ∇ × −ω2εµ0), with the dependence on ε → p ∈ RN

made explicit. The discretized fields, E, are represented by x ∈ CN , and the discretized

source term, −iωµ0J, is represented by b ∈ CN . Note, these vectorized versions of the fields

have each component concatenated, for example x = [Ex(:), Ey(:), Ez(:)].

The principle result of adjoint variable method states that we can compute the gradient

of our objective function with respect to our design variables as

dF

dp
= 2ω2µ0Re

{
x†adjdiag(x)

}
, (2.11)

where diag(x) is an N × N diagonal matrix with the vectorized fields x on the diagonal,

and x†adj is the adjoint electric field. The adjoint field is obtained from a single additional

simulation given by

xadj = A−†
∂F

∂x

†
(2.12)

and the forward simulation fields are given by solving Equation 2.10

x = A−1b (2.13)

The implication of Equation 2.11 is that we only require two simulations to calculate the
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gradient, dF
dp . One simulation for the forward fields, x, and another for the adjoint fields,

xadj . This is in contrast to brute-force calculation of the gradient which would require N

simulations per optimization iteration.

2.3 Inverse Design of Dielectric Laser Accelerators

In this section we cast the optimization of the acceleration gradient, Equation 2.8, into the

inverse design framework presented in Section 2.2. To run optimization of the accelerator,

we require two quantities: evaluation of the objective function, F , and its gradient dF
dp . Both

of these quantities can be easily determined during simulation with the following realization.

Reproducing Equation 2.8 below, we begin with our objective function

F = G(x, y;ω) =
1

Λ

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ Λ/2

−Λ/2
Ẽz(x, y, z;ω)e

−iωz
βc0 dz

∣∣∣∣∣
If we wish to evaluate only at the center of the accelerator channel (x = y = 0), we

can express the above frequency-domain acceleration gradient in an integral over the entire

simulation volume, V, through

F = G(ω) =
1

Λ

∣∣∣∣∫
V
Ẽz(x, y, z;ω)e

−iωz
βc0 δ(x)δ(y) dV

∣∣∣∣ (2.14)

The benefit of the above form is that when considering the numerical representation

of the electric field, x ↔ E(r), a 1D-vector which concatenates the field components, the

above integral can be represented as a simple overlap integral of the form |c†x|. The vector

c ↔ C(r) is similarly concatenated as x, with Cx = 0, Cy = 0 and Cz = eiωz/βc0δ(x)δ(y).

Now we can evaluate the objective function with our simulated vectorized quantities as

F = |c†x|, (2.15)

where the 1/Λ prefactor has been dropped, since it is unimportant during optimization.

An added benefit of this form is that we are able to reuse all of the inverse design ma-

chinery developed beforehand to design wavelength demultiplexers, power splitters, and

mode-converters, which all have objective functions of the form |c†x|p [38, 61].
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To compute our adjoint simulation

xadj = A−†
∂F

∂x

†
,

we require the quantity ∂F
∂x

†
, which represents the source to the adjoint simulation. Com-

puting this derivative, we find the adjoint source to be

∂F

∂x

†
=

(
∂|c†x|
∂x

)†
=

(
(c†x)∗

2|c†x|
c†
)†

=

(
1

2(c†x)
c†
)†

=
1

2(c†x)∗
c,

(2.16)

where c is the phase term that was defined as our overlap. In Figure 2.1 the forward

simulation with the fundamental waveguide mode source, and adjoint simulation with the

phase overlap source are depicted. With the forward and adjoint fields, we can then compute

the gradient
dF

dp
= 2ω2µ0Re

{
x†adjdiag(x)

}
,

and obtain our update for the optimization iteration.

2.4 Crafting the Optimization Problem

While the acceleration gradient remains the principle figure of merit during the optimization,

a few practical considerations are necessary to be mindful of during the optimization. These

include:

1. Ensuring the accelerator supports the bandwidth of the input pulsed laser.

2. Producing fields which are symmetric across the accelerator gap to maximize the

functional aperture.

3. Limit the deflecting acceleration gradients such that electrons do not collide with the

accelerator gap walls.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of adjoint optimization for accelerators. The forward sim-
ulation consists of injecting the TE0 fundamental waveguide mode from the left and the
accelerating electric fields are shown for one period of the accelerator. The adjoint simu-
lation is an additional simulation, where the adjoint source is derived from the objective
function. The dot product of the two fields provides a sensitivity map, that is proportional
to the gradient of the objective function with respect to the design parameters. Region be-
tween white bars indicates the accelerator gap. The electron travels in the direction parallel
to the bars.

Together, these conditions require additional tuning of the objective function to satisfy their

requirements.

Broadband Optimization

Ultrafast lasers are used in DLA experiments to produce large peak fields on the order of

hundreds of MV/m to GV/m. These 200-300 fs pulses at NIR-MIR wavelengths come with

a range of frequencies, spanning a bandwidth of 20-30 nm. Therefore, the accelerator needs

to support this range of frequencies.

Most photonic inverse design implementations are in the frequency-domain, and so

broadband optimization must be done by sampling frequencies. To accommodate for this

consideration, each objective function evaluation is the sum of three acceleration gradient

calculations, each requiring a separate simulation. The three simulations uniformly sample
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a 30 nm total bandwidth around 2 µm.

F =
3∑
i=1

G(ωi)

These points are all weighted equally, with the intention that the two side-frequencies will

compete with each other. Due to the symmetry about the center-frequency, the end result

is often a peaked distribution centered at the center-frequency.

Producing Symmetric Fields

In our experiment we chose to do single-sided illumination, as opposed to double-sided il-

lumination, for reasons of experimental simplicity. Consequential to the single-side drive,

the accelerating fields tend to decay from the side of illumination (left of the accelerator

channel), resulting in a reduced effective aperture for the accelerator. Therefore, to pro-

mote fields which span across the entire gap, we add a weight to the acceleration gradient

computed in the right-half of the accelerator channel. The end result of this weighting is to

produce accelerating fields with greater symmetry across the gap.

With this change, the updated acceleration gradient calculation takes the form of:

G(ω) = α1

∣∣∣∣∫
V
Ẽz(x, y, z;ω)e

−iωz
βc0 δ(x)g(−g/2, 0) dV

∣∣∣∣
+α2

∣∣∣∣∫
V
Ẽz(x, y, z;ω)e

−iωz
βc0 δ(x)g(0, g/2) dV

∣∣∣∣ (2.17)

where α1 < α2 are weight factors, the masking function g(y1, y2) = 1 for y ∈ [y1, y2]

and 0 elsewhere, and g is the electron channel gap width. The specific weights used in our

implementation were α1 = 1 and α2 = 2.6.

Penalizing Deflection Gradients

The electrons which travel and accelerate through the accelerator channel ideally experience

no deflecting fields, outside of the context of electron focusing. During the optimization,

the full-vector fields are available, and so a term similar to Equation 2.14 can be formed,

but for the deflecting Ex and Ey fields

Gk(ω) =

∣∣∣∣∫
V
Ẽk(x, y, z;ω)e

−iωz
βc0 δ(x)δ(y) dV

∣∣∣∣ (2.18)
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In this work, we only added an additional term to minimize in-plane deflecting gradients,

as the out-of-plane deflecting fields are an order of magnitude smaller.

Putting It All Together

With the above practical considerations in mind, we can craft the final optimization prob-

lem. In the complete form, the optimization problem solved is the following:

maximize
p

3∑
i=1

Gz(ωi)−Gy(ωi)

subject to ∇× 1

µ0
∇× Ei − ω2

i ε(p)Ei = −iωiJi,

i = 1, 2, 3.

(2.19)

Where Gz(ωi) is evaluated as indicated in Equation 2.17 and the second term, Gy(E
i),

corresponds to penalizing the transverse deflecting gradients from Equation 2.18. The fields

are subject to Maxwell’s Equations, and the permittivity of the device, ε(p), is parameterized

by a vector of design variables, p. This vector describes the permittivity of the device

during the first, continuous, stage of optimization and a level-set function which defines the

boundaries of the device in the second, discrete, stage of optimization [63]. To have good

spectral overlap with the 300 fs input pulse, each objective function evaluation is the sum

of 3 simulations, each with a different input source frequency, ωi. The three simulations

uniformly sample a 30 nm total bandwidth around 2 µm. During the final optimization

stage, an additional constraint is introduced to enforce a minimum fabricable feature size

of 80 nm.

2.5 Material Selection

Selection of the material platform is a topic that is discussed often in the DLA community.

While the inverse design methodology presented here can be applied to any material system,

one must be mindful of material properties and capabilities when ultimately deciding on a

platform. Here we discusses a few considerations:

Transparency. For starters, and perhaps most obvious, the material must be trans-

parent at the drive wavelength. This is crucial not only to minimize optical losses,
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and maximize the power delivered to the accelerator, but also to minimize heating

generated by the material. As most dielectric materials commonly used in photonic

applications are transparent for NIR to MIR wavelengths, this restriction is often not

limiting. However, two-photon absorption does contribute to heating and damage,

and so may be a factor to consider [64].

Refractive Index. The refractive index plays a role in determining the size of the

lithographically defined features, as the etched features scale with the wavelength

of light in the material. Lower refractive index materials allow for larger features,

that may be easier to implement depending on the fabrication method used. On

the other hand, large refractive index materials provide greater index-contrast with

the surrounding cladding material. This results in tighter confinement of light in

structures, providing dense routing and smaller waveguide-bend radii. Refractive

index also plays a role in the sensitivity of the device to fabrication errors. The larger

the index, the greater the effect of phase errors due to fabrication imperfections in

the structure. This would result in greater power consumption and tuning necessary

by the active phase shifters to compensate for these phase errors in a multi-stage

waveguide-integrated DLA. The move to a lower index material, such as silicon nitride,

to alleviate phase-errors is already seen in the LiDAR community [32].

Lastly, theoretical investigation of the bounds on the power radiated by an electron

due to the Smith-Purcell effect [65] show a dependence that scales as |χ|2, where

|χ| = n2 − 1. Acceleration corresponds to the time-reversal of free-electron energy

loss, and so this would suggest that a DLA made of higher refractive index is capable

of a larger upper limit on performance. However, note that in the accelerator case we

are only pumping the structure through the waveguide modes, and not time-reversing

all radiative pathways.

Damage Threshold. As the acceleration gradient scales with the peak field incident

on the accelerator, we require a material platform that can withstand large field

intensities. In the regime of femtosecond pulses, the nature of this laser-induced

breakdown is through multi-photon absorption and ionization [66]. For the common

dielectric materials considered in DLA applications, the damage fluence of silicon is

0.17J/cm2, silicon nitride at 0.65J/cm2 (measurements done at 2 µm) [67], and silicon

dioxide at 3.5J/cm2 (measurement done at 800 nm) [68], with measurements carried
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out with femtosecond pulses. Note, however, that the acceleration gradient is also

dependent on resonant field-enhancement within the accelerator, and so field-strengths

can be realized at the accelerator that are greater than down-stream bottle-necks.

Thermal and Electrical Conductivity. The material should ideally have low

thermal expansion coefficient and high thermal stability. As the device heats during

operation and begins to expand, alignment between the accelerator gap and the elec-

tron beam will be lost. Another thermal consideration is the value of thermo-optic

coefficient of the material. If thermal phase shifters are required, a low thermo-optic

coefficient will allow for tuning without large temperature swings necessary. Lastly,

the accelerator material ideally is conductive through intrinsic material properties or

thin deposition of a conductive film to minimize charging and space-charge effects of

the electron beam.

Nonlinearities. For a multi-stage accelerator fed by a large network of waveguides,

the field intensities and lengths of propagation may be sufficient to produce non-

linear effects. These effects can result in distortion of the input pulse, or damage

of the waveguide through self-phase focusing. To this end, we evaluate the nonlin-

ear refractive index for common DLA materials. Silicon has a nonlinear index of

4.5× 10−18m2/W [69], silicon nitride has a nonlinear index of 2.4× 10−19m2/W [70],

and fused silica has a nonlinear index of 2.16×10−20m2/W [71], where each measure-

ment was taken at 1.55 µm. For a single-stage experiment, the lengths are sufficiently

short where nonlinear effects are negligible [28], and so nonlinear index was not a

major consideration for this work.

Fabrication Maturity. Lastly, the fabrication maturity of the material platform

must be taken in to account. Anisotropic and highly-selective etches should ideally

exist to produce smooth side-walls for low-loss waveguide propagation and meeting

design specifications. Additionally, a large spatial extent between the fields in the

accelerator channel the electron beam is desirable, and so availability of thick device

layer growth is ideal. Silicon-on-insulator wafers can be commercially purchased with

device layers ranging from 100 nm to 500 nm. In contrast, other films must be grown

through deposition and may pose challenges for thick device layers. For example,

silicon nitride wafers require careful treatment to grow beyond 400 nm due to stress

fractures of the film [72].
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Finally, as the ACHIP program matures and designs become larger, more complex,

and involve integration of active photonic components, the fabrication will necessarily

be moved to foundries. Here, material platforms must be CMOS compatible and

supported by the larger photonics community. At the moment, foundries support

both silicon-on-insulator and silicon nitride-on-insulator photonics.

The selection of material for the waveguide-integrated accelerator was narrowed between

silicon and silicon nitride -on-insulator. Ultimately, we chose silicon-on-insulator due to

the highly-developed fabrication processes and commercial availability of high-quality SOI

wafers. However, silicon nitride, due to its higher damage threshold, lower nonlinearities,

and resilience to fabrication errors is still considered for future complete or partial use in

on-chip DLAs. In a hybrid-integrated scheme, silicon nitride would be used for coupling

and routing of light before handing off to another silicon layer which holds the accelerator

structure.

Exploratory material research is still underway in the DLA collaboration, with work on

gallium oxide [73], aluminium oxide [74], as well as surface treatment to increase damage

threshold [21]. Additionally, there is excitement to investigate materials that support a

Pockels effect, such as silicon carbide and lithium niobate, as these material can produce

efficient electro-optic modulators [75, 76]. Moreover, the Vuckovic group has pioneered and

developed sophisticated fabrication capabilities for the silicon carbide-on-insulator platform,

and so the expertise is local [77].

2.6 Optimization of the Waveguide-Integrated DLA

With the optimization problem defined, as laid out in Equation 3.4, we now focus our

attention to the specifics of the optimization geometry and simulation. The waveguide-

integrated accelerator is built on a 500 nm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform. The reason

for this waveguide thickness, over a conventional 220 nm SOI device layer thickness, is for

increased spatial interaction between the near-fields of the accelerator and the roughly 490

nm diameter electron beam. Figure 2.2 captures the geometry of the optimization problem.

The optimization was carried out using the Vuckovic group’s in-house inverse design

software suite [39, 40, 78, 79]. The accelerator is simulated with a fully-3D finite-difference

frequency-domain (FDFD) solver, meshed with a uniform grid of 30 nm. To meet the phase-

matching condition, the periodicity of the accelerating structure, Λ, is set by Λ = βλ, where
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Figure 2.2: Geometry of optimization problem. Waveguide-integrated accelerator is
designed on a 500 nm silicon (grey), 3 µm buried oxide layer (light-blue), silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) material stack. Periodic boundary conditions (green) are applied in the z-direction,
with a period of Λ = 1 µm, and perfectly matched layers are used in the remaining directions
(orange). We optimize the device over a 3 µm design region (yellow) with an input source
of the fundamental TE0 mode. During the optimization, a 250 nm channel for the electron
beam to travel in is maintained. Figure from [58]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

β = v/c is the ratio of the velocities of the incident electrons to the speed of light, and λ

is the center wavelength of the pump laser. To match experimental parameters, we design

for a center pump wavelength of 2 µm and an input electron velocity of v = 0.5c, resulting

in an accelerator period of Λ = 1 µm. This allows us to model the accelerator with periodic

boundary conditions in the axis parallel to the electron propagation, with perfectly matched

layer boundary conditions in the remaining directions. A 3 µm design region is specified,

with a 250 nm gap preserved for the electron to propagate within. The source used in

the simulation is the fundamental slab waveguide mode. The 500 nm does support higher

order modes; however, we neglect them as they are weakly excited by our inverse-designed

couplers (Chapter 3).

This implementation of inverse design optimization utilizes a continuous relaxation

method, where the optimization of the design of the photonic structure is split between

two stages: continuous and discrete optimization. During the first continuous optimization
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Figure 2.3: Permittivity and magnitude of accelerating fields during optimization.
Frames from optimization trajectory at: (A.) initial condition, (B.) during continuous
optimization, (C.) end of continuous optimization, (D.) beginning of discrete optimization,
(E.) end of discrete optimization.

stage, the permittivity of the device can vary continuously between the cladding and device

material value. This design is of course non-physical; however, the design at the end of con-

tinuous optimization is thresholded and converted into a discrete structure which acts as the

starting seed for the second discrete optimization. During the second stage of optimization,

3-dimensional level-set function [63] provides a representation for the discrete structure and

also enables fabrication constraints to be enforced during optimization. Select frames from

the optimization of the permittivity and fields are shown in Figure 2.3. A scanning electron

microscope (SEM) image of a fabricated accelerator with the final optimized design is shown

in Figure 2.4. A frame from simulated time-domain fields is overlaid on the image.
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1 μm

Figure 2.4: Optimized accelerator design. SEM image of the final accelerator design
obtained from the inverse design method. A frame from a time-domain simulation of the
accelerating fields, Ez, is overlaid. Figure from [58]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

2.7 Simulated Analysis of Inverse-Designed Structures

As the optimization was carried out with periodic boundary conditions, the performance

of a finite-length 30 period accelerator structure was verified in a 3D finite-difference time-

domain (FDTD) simulation [80]. Polygons were extracted from the level-set representation

of the inverse-designed accelerator, and converted into a GDS file. The structure was then

tiled for 30 periods, spanning 30 µm, and imported into Lumerical FDTD. The FDTD

simulation was meshed with a uniform grid of 25 nm in each axis.

We compute the expected acceleration gradient of the inverse-designed waveguide-integrated

accelerator, per unit field incident on the grating coupler. First the frequency-response of

the accelerator and the input grating coupler are individually determined. We then combine

the two individual responses to obtain the complete acceleration gradient of the combined

system.

1. Accelerator: To simulate the accelerator, it is excited with the fundamental mode

of the slab waveguide i.e. through an electric field given by:

Ewg(x, y = ys, z) = a0(ω)E0(x, z;ω) (2.20)
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where ys is the location where the source is defined, and E0(x, z;ω) is normalized such

that

max
x,z,

p∈{x,y,z}

p̂ ·E0(x, z;ω) = 1 (2.21)

In FDTD we excite the accelerator with a pulse formed by choosing a0(ω) to be a

gaussian in ω, and compute the electric field at the center line of the accelerator

Eacc(x = xc, y = yc, z;ω) as a function of z. The response of the accelerator is the

described by the frequency-domain acceleration gradient per unit source waveguide-

mode amplitude a0(ω):

g(β;ω) =
1

a0(ω)

1

Λ

∫ Λ/2

−Λ/2
Eacc(x = xc, y = yc, z;ω) exp

(
− i

ω

βc
z

)
dz (2.22)

The acceleration gradient gz(β;ω) = ẑ · g(β;ω) obtained from FDTD simulations of

the accelerator as a function of β and ω is shown in Panel A of Figure 2.5. The

spectrum peaks at λ = 1.964 µm and β = 0.51, indicating a shift from the design

parameters.

2. Grating coupler: We define the frequency response of the grating coupler as the

field amplitude in the fundamental waveguide mode divided by the field amplitude of

the incident gaussian mode. More specifically, assuming that the grating coupler is in

the yz plane with the grating lines running along z-axis, we excite the grating coupler

with a gaussian incident field Einc given by:

Einc(x = xs, y, z;ω) = ẑE0(ω) exp

(
− y2 + z2

w2
0

)
(2.23)

where x = xs is the plane at the waist of the incideint gaussin field. In FDTD, we

excite the grating coupler with a pulse formed by choosing E0(ω) to be a gaussian in

ω. The frequency-domain fields inside the waveguide at y = yd are then extracted by

fourier transforming the time-domain field and expanded on the basis of waveguide

modes at that frequency to obtain the coefficients ai(ω):

Ewg(x, y = yd, z;ω) =
∑
i

ai(ω)Ei(x, z;ω) (2.24)
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Where it is assumed that the modal fields E0(x, z;ω) are normalized in a manner

similar to 2.21. The frequency response of the grating coupler is the defined as:

Γ(ω) =
a0(ω)

E0(ω)
(2.25)

where a0(ω) corresponds to the amplitude corresponding to the fundamental waveg-

uide mode. We note that while the grating coupler does couple to the higher order

waveguide mode, we assume that the accelerator is only significantly excited by the

fundamental waveguide mode in our analysis. Panel B of Figure 2.5 shows Γ(ω)

obtained from our FDTD simulations.

A. B.

Figure 2.5: Grating coupler and accelerator frequency-domain responses. A.
Frequency-domain acceleration gradients, without the effect of the grating coupler. Simula-
tion indicates peak simulated performance for center wavelength of λ0 = 1.964 µm and input
electron velocity of β = 0.51 B. Field enhancement in the fundamental waveguide mode
due to the grating coupler, normalized to the maximum frequency-domain amplitude of the
incident Gaussian beam. A and B combine to produce the complete acceleration gradient
spectrum seen in Panel A of Figure 2.6. Figure from [58]. Reprinted with permission from
AAAS.

With these individual simulations, we can then compute the frequency-response of the

accelerator cascaded with the grating coupler by multiplying g(β;ω) (Equation 2.22) and

Γ(ω) (Equation 2.25), along with a propagation phase for the waveguide mode:

G(β;ω) = Γ(ω)g(β;ω) exp

(
i
ωneff(ω)

c
Lwg

)
(2.26)
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Note that the accelerating gradient only correspond to the z-component of G(β;ω), and

the deflecting gradients would be the x and y components of G(β;ω).

The time-domain acceleration gradient for a given excitation pulse on the grating coupler

can be computed by multiplying the frequency-domain amplitude of the pulse E0(ω) with

Gz(β;ω) = ẑ ·G(β;ω) and computing its inverse fourier transform:

Gz(t0;β) = Re

[ ∫ ∞
−∞

dω

2π
E0(ω)Gz(β;ω) exp(−iωt0)

]
(2.27)

In our experiments, the grating coupler is excited by a pulse that is gaussian in time with

a temporal FWHM ∼ 300 fs and ω0 corresponding to λ = 1.964 µm. This can be modelled

by choosing E0(ω) in Equation 2.23 via:

E0(ω) =
√

2πτ2
pE0 exp

(
−
τ2
p (ω − ω0)2

2

)
(2.28)

where E0 is the maximum time-domain electric field in the pulse. The deflection gradients

Gy(t0, β) and Gz(t0, β) can also be computed by using Gy(β;ω) = ŷ·G(β;ω) and Gx(β;ω) =

x̂ · G(β;ω) respectively in Equation 2.27. The time-domain acceleration and deflection

gradients are shown in Panel B of Figure 2.6, evaluated at t0 such that the acceleration

gradient is maximized. We obtain good suppression of the deflecting gradients and can also

operate at a different time delay, t′0, such that the deflecting gradients, Gy(t
′
0;β), Gx(t′0;β),

are further reduced. Additionally, since the time-domain gradients are normalized to the

peak incident pulse amplitude, Gz(t0;β) provides a value for simulated ideal structure

factors, the ratio of acceleration gradient to peak incident field.
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A.

B.

Figure 2.6: Simulated performance of optimized accelerators. A. Acceleration gra-
dient spectrum for a finite-length accelerator composed of 30 periods, including frequency
response of grating coupler. The gradient is normalized to the maximum frequency-domain
amplitude of the incident Gaussian beam on the coupler. Dashed-line indicates optimal
operation wavelength of the simulated structure at λ = 1.964µm. B. Time-domain accel-
erating gradients and transverse deflecting gradients as a function of input electron energy
from simulated fields. Gradients were evaluated at time-delay, t0, which maximizes the
acceleration gradient Gz. Fields normalized to the peak electric field of the pulse incident
on the grating coupler. Figure from [58]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.



Chapter 3

On-Chip Coupling

3.1 On-Chip Coupling Approaches

Efficient methods of coupling light on-chip remains an outstanding issue for the field of

photonics as a whole. While on-chip integration of sources is an active field of research

[81, 82], coupling of external sources (fibers or free-space beams) remains the predominant

method of optical input for photonic applications.

The difficulty in efficient on-chip coupling arises due to the mode-mismatch between

the external source and a waveguide mode. Waveguide dimensions in silicon photonics at

telecommunication (1550 nm) wavelengths are typically 220 nm thick and 400 nm in width.

This is in contrast to the mode-field diameters of fibers and free-space beams which can

range from a few microns to tens of microns, and even larger, depending on application. Two

common solutions to this on-chip coupling problem in silicon photonics are edge couplers

and grating couplers.

Edge coupling involves tapering waveguides that terminate at open facets. The ta-

per results in an expanded waveguide mode that better overlaps with the external source.

Edge couplers can reach large coupling efficiency and bandwidth, with recent demonstra-

tions showing coupling efficiencies greater than -0.5 dB (90%) over more than 100 nm of

bandwidth [83]. However, edge coupling restricts the location of input and output ports

to the edge of the chip and requires additional fabrication processing, as well as careful

optical alignment [30]. In addition, the degree of expansion of the waveguide mode through

tapering is limited by the minimum feature size of the taper that one is able to achieve [84].

Grating couplers operate through a different mechanism, where a diffraction grating

of period Λ is used to supply a wavevector, kΛ = 2π/Λ, to match between the horizontal

34
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component of the incident wavevector, kincx , and that of the waveguide mode, β:

kincx + kΛ = β, (3.1)

where we have set the direction of waveguide propagation to be in the x−axis. In this

example, light of free-space wavelength λ0 is incident at angle θ in clading material of index

nc and the waveguide we wish to couple to can be described by an effective index neff

(Panel A of Figure 3.1). Then we can write Equation 3.1 more explicitly as

2πnc
λ0

sin θ +
2π

Λ
=

2πneff
λ0

. (3.2)

Equation 3.2 can be understood visually in Panel B of Figure 3.1. Further manipulation

of equation gives us a design condition for the grating period to be:

Λ =
λ0

neff − nc sin θ
. (3.3)

It should be noted that this is a starting point for grating coupler design, and addi-

tional fine-tuning of parameters is often necessary. For example, coupling efficiency can

be enhanced through apodization of the grating period, careful selection of material stack

parameters, introduction of reflectors, slanted gratings, and many other approaches [85].

One feature of grating coupler design that remains challenging is broadband perfor-

mance. This is a consequence of the explicit dependence on a particular wavelength, λ0, in

Equation 3.3. While this simple calculation assumes a grating of infinite extent, any real

grating will be of finite length, and so an acceptance bandwidth will exist. However, for ap-

plications requiring large spot sizes or broadband behavior exceeding this extant bandwidth,

additional design sophistication is required.

3.2 Laser Coupling Requirements for DLAs

Laser sources for dielectric laser accelerators are chosen to be femtosecond lasers operating

at near- or mid-infrared wavelengths. These lasers allow for peak electric fields in the

MV/m to GV/m range; however, their pulsed nature in time also results in spectra with

bandwidths on the order of 20-30 nm. As such, three challenges present themselves for any

coupling method: the first is acceptance of the large spectral bandwidth of these ultrafast

pulses, second is a relatively flat coupling efficiency across the bandwidth, to preserve the
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Figure 3.1: Description of grating coupler design problem. A. Light is incident at
angle θ on a grating with period Λ. The grating diffracts the incident light to couple to the
waveguide mode with wavevector β. B. Illustration of wavevector matching accomplished
by grating.

spectral content, and lastly, to withstand these large peak fields. While edge-coupling can

in principle provide solutions to the first two challenges of bandwidth and efficiency, the

final point remains impossible for edge-couplers as the laser sources used in current DLA

experiments have spot-size diameters on the order of 20 - 40 microns. As such, either poor
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coupling efficiency is achieved through the use of a large waveguide-facet, or an infeasibly

small waveguide taper must be fabricated that would then be vulnerable to damage.

Therefore, an efficient, large-aperture, and broadband grating coupler is ideal for DLA

applications. While much work has gone into improving grating coupler efficiencies, there

has been comparatively little progress in improving the bandwidth. Improvements to the

broadband properties of grating couplers have been made through rigorous grating diffrac-

tion analysis [86, 87] and extension of optimization methods to include bandwidth in the

figure-of-merit. [88, 89]. However, these methods tend to add additional constraints on the

fabrication and grating parameters, such as requiring multiple device layers or large angle of

incidence. In addition, due to their derivative-free nature, these methods limit the number

of optimizable degrees-of-freedom to only a handful of parameters.

Owing to its ability to scale independently of the number of degrees-of-freedom, adjoint-

based optimization has emerged as an excellent design tool for grating couplers as well. Su et

al. introduced a fully-automated method for optimization of grating couplers utilizing this

adjoint approach [90]. We used this method to accomplish our design of broadband grating

couplers for DLA applications on a 500 nm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform with pump

lasers with a central wavelength near 2 µm. However, in the section below, we first bench-

mark and verify this design technique on grating couplers fabricated in 220 nm thick device

layer silicon-on-insulator (SOI), characterized with wavelengths centered around 1550 nm.

While this choice of material system and wavelength was originally motivated to appeal to

a larger photonics audience, interestingly, 220 nm SOI is a platform that may be the future

for on-chip DLAs, as discussed in Chapter 5.

3.3 Inverse Design of Grating Couplers

The grating couplers were designed using the gradient-based inverse design approach intro-

duced in [90]. Gradient-based methodologies tend to require fewer simulations than genetic

or particle swarm optimization as they do not rely on parameter sweeps or random per-

turbations to find their minima. Furthermore, gradient-based methods in electromagnetic

design problems can take advantage of efficient computation of the sensitivity through the

adjoint method [79]. This allows these methods to optimize over a far larger number of

degrees of freedom than gradient-free optimization schemes. The large parameter space af-

forded by this approach enables the ability to design gratings with combined functionalities,
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such as wavelength demultiplexing or mode-sorting, without the need for any specific initial

condition or analytic theory.

Similar to the accelerator design, the optimization is divided into two stages wherein

the same optimization problem is solved but with different constraints on the permittivity

distribution in a specified design region (i.e. the grating region). During the continuous

stage, the permittivity distribution is allowed to vary continuously between air and silicon.

The resulting structure is then converted into a binary grating by solving a combinatorial

optimization problem [90]. This binary grating is further optimized in the discrete stage in

which the permittivity is restricted to either that of air or silicon. A minimum feature size

is also enforced at this time to ensure fabricability.

During optimization, the grating couplers are simulated in two dimensions (2D) using

the finite-difference frequency-domain (FDFD) method [91] with 20 nm discretization, and

the efficiencies of the final structures are verified using a finer discretization with the finite-

difference time-domain (FDTD) method in Lumerical FDTD [80, 92].

To optimize for broadband gratings, the coupling efficiencies of a given structure are

evaluated at equally spaced wavelengths. The efficiencies are then summed together to

form an objective function that is minimized during the optimization process. Therefore,

a target bandwidth can be achieved by the range of wavelengths simulated. Formally, the

optimization problem is given by:

minimize
p,E1,E2,...,Em

m∑
i=1

(1− fi(Ei))2

subject to ∇× 1

µ0
∇× Ei − ω2

i ε(p)Ei = −iωiJi,

i = 1, 2, . . . ,m

(3.4)

where m is the number of frequencies at which the structure is evaluated, Ei is the electric

field at ωi, Ji is a total-field scattered-field (TFSF) Gaussian beam source, p is a vector

that parametrizes the structure, ε(p) is the permittivity, and fi is equal to the coupling

efficiency from the Gaussian beam into the fundamental waveguide mode. This optimization

problem is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Multi-goal problems, such as optimizing for low back

reflections, wavelength demultiplexing, or polarization insensitivity, can be achieved by

adding additional terms to the objective function [90]. Examples of such terms, specifically

for reducing hot-spots in the grating coupler, are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic showing inverse design optimization of broadband gratings.
Objective function, F , is comprised of a summation of terms, bound between 0 and 1, and
is minimized. The function fi is equal to the coupling efficiency from the Gaussian beam
into the fundamental waveguide mode. Each fi(Ei) corresponds to a separate simulation
with a different source wavelength λi which span to form the target bandwidth.

To benchmark the design approach, a series of grating couplers were designed for target

3 dB bandwidths ranging from 40 nm to 120 nm centered at 1550 nm, with 40%, 60%, and

80% partially-etched gratings as well as fully-etched gratings. To achieve a target bandwidth

B (in nm), the grating was simulated at 10 nm spaced intervals between 1550 nm ±B/2.

The gratings were designed for 220 nm silicon device layer with a 2 µm buried oxide layer

and no back-reflector. The grating length was 12 µm, and the minimum feature size was set

to 100 nm to simplify fabrication. To model an SMF-28 fiber, the incident mode is assumed

to be a Gaussian beam, with a 10.4µm mode field diameter, incident on the grating at a

5 ◦ angle. Figure 3.3 shows a schematic of an optimized grating.

Each optimization took roughly 300 iterations, where each iteration requires approxi-

mately two function evaluations. The continuous stage was run until convergence or up to

100 iterations, whichever came first, and the discrete stage was run until convergence or up

to 300 iterations, whichever came first. The discretization step takes under a minute and

is therefore negligible with respect to the optimization time of the continuous and discrete

stages. We empirically find that the last 50 iterations of each phase increases efficiency

for every wavelength by less than 1%, and therefore the optimization could be stopped
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Figure 3.3: Schematic showing optimized broadband grating coupler material
stack and fields. (Top) Schematic showing material stack (220 nm silicon-on-insulator)
with a 12 µm design region and air cladding. Device shown is a fully-etched grating coupler
with target bandwidth of 120 nm. (Bottom) Electric fields in structure, simulated at
1550 nm with a Gaussian beam source angled at 5 ◦. Figure from [59]. Reprinted with
permission from IEEE.

much earlier (i.e. use a less stringent convergence condition) to achieve a 50% reduction in

iterations.

Figure 3.4 shows some of the simulated spectra of the grating for each of the etch depths

and target bandwidths; spectra for target 60 nm and 80 nm bandwidths were left out for

visual clarity. As expected, partially-etched gratings significantly outperform fully-etched

gratings as a result of vertical symmetry breaking [30], but differences in efficiencies between

different partial-etch depths are minor. At each etch profile, larger target bandwidths lead to

gratings that perform over a wider range of wavelengths, particularly for coupling efficiencies

below half (3 dB) of the peak efficiency. The spectra for larger bandwidth gratings (>
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60 nm), particularly for fully-etched gratings, exhibit multiple peaks. This suggests, that

for large bandwidths, the optimization process favors gratings with multiple resonances that

overlap to span a larger range. This could be mitigated by adding additional constraints to

the figure of merit in optimization, where the discrepancy between the transmission values

within the bandwidth are minimized.

The relationship between the target bandwidth and bandwidth of the optimized gratings

is shown in Panel A of Figure 3.5. Because the spectra are not unimodal, the 3 dB bandwidth

is defined to be the range of wavelengths that have coupling efficiencies exceeding 50% (3 dB)

of the coupling efficiency at 1550 nm. This choice reflects the fact that the center wavelength

was intended to be 1550 nm. Panel A of Figure 3.5 also shows that the optimization usually

achieves or exceeds the target 3 dB bandwidth, regardless of etch depth. For smaller target

bandwidths, the optimization actually surpasses the specification by over 20 nm primarily

because it is relatively easy to achieve without substantial sacrifice in the overall efficiency.

The trade-off between bandwidth and efficiency is depicted in Panel B of Figure 3.5.

Since we define 3 dB bandwidth relative to the efficiency at 1550 nm, the bandwidth is plot-

ted against the efficiency at 1550 nm. The efficiency-bandwidth trade-off curve is relatively

linear (in dB) across all etch depths, suggesting that it is practically feasible to increase the

bandwidth even more if coupling efficiency can be further sacrificed. Again, it is observed

that partially-etched gratings perform significantly better than fully-etched gratings.

3.4 Experimental Verification of Broadband Grating Cou-

plers

We fabricated and characterized the fully-etched gratings of target bandwidths 40 nm,

100 nm, and 120 nm. While higher efficiencies can be realized with the partially etched

structures, we elected to demonstrate the high-bandwidth capabilities of our design algo-

rithm with fully-etched gratings because of ease of fabrication. To enable characterization,

each device consisted of two grating couplers, where one was used as an input coupler and

the other as an output coupler. These 12 µm wide grating couplers were tapered to 500 nm

waveguides over 215 µm. The tapered gratings were connected with a region of single-mode

waveguide ranging in length from 10 µm to 2.3 mm to characterize waveguide losses. An

SEM micrograph of the target 120 nm bandwidth grating is shown in Figure 3.6.
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The devices were fabricated on 220 nm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) with a 2 µm buried ox-

ide layer. ZEP-520A was spun at 5000 RPM for 50 s, followed by 2 min of curing on a 180 ◦C

hotplate. A JEOL JBX-6300FS electron-beam lithography system and a transformer-

coupled plasma etcher were used to transfer the pattern to the device layer of the SOI

sample. The plasma etch used a C2F6 breakthrough step and a HBr/O2/He main silicon

etch. The resist was stripped in an overnight solvent bath, followed by a HF dip. The

devices were left air-cladded.

Characterization of the devices was done in a fiber-in/fiber-out measurement setup as

depicted in Figure 3.7. A tunable continuous-wave (CW) source with a fixed polarization

was used for alignment (Agilent 81989A), and a supercontinuum (SC) source (Fianium

SC400-4) was used for the coupling efficiency measurement. Input and output fibers were

stripped and cleaved from SMF-28 patch fibers and positioned at 5 ◦ incidence angle on

both the input and output couplers.

To ensure robust and repeatable alignment of the fibers, we implemented a partially-

automated scheme to determine the optimal fiber position. First the setup was set to

S1S̄2S̄3S4 configuration (S̄i = 0, Si = 1), using the CW laser as the source. After hand-

tuning the fiber placement, power measurements were fed back to a 3-axis closed-loop piezo

controller and a line-search algorithm was used to maximize power reading through the

input/output system. After the optimization, the fiber polarization controller was adjusted

to maximize the signal. This also sets the optimal polarization for the SC, as the axes of

both the CW laser and SC polarization-maintaining fibers are co-aligned.

Next, to take a reference spectrum of the SC source, the setup is set to S̄1S2S3S̄4. Fi-

nally, the configuration is set to S̄1S̄2S̄3S̄4 and the fiber-to-fiber measurement is obtained.

Measured coupling efficiencies are obtained by subtracting the reference spectrum from the

measured spectrum (in dB). Assuming input and output coupling efficiencies are equal, we

divided the difference spectra by two. Waveguide losses were obtained through character-

ization of devices with varying single-mode waveguide lengths; measured waveguide losses

were found to be 3.4 dB/mm. The measured coupling efficiency spectra from the devices

with the shortest length of single-mode waveguide (10 µm) are shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8 shows that the measured spectra follow a similar trend to the simulated re-

sults: Gratings optimized for larger target bandwidths exhibit larger measured bandwidths.

In addition, the devices follow a linear trend between the bandwidth and efficiency, sug-

gesting that greater bandwidth regimes could be experimentally reached. Comparing the
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measured spectra to the simulated, we find that the measured coupling efficiencies, at the

respective distribution centers, match well to the simulated values, with less than a 0.5 dB

discrepancy. In addition, the 3 dB bandwidth, with respect to this center frequency coupling

efficiency, is close to the simulated values, with a difference of 7 − 19 nm 3 dB bandwidth

in the fabricated devices.

Two features to note between the simulated and experimental spectra are the observation

of spectral shift (roughly 40 nm blue-shift) and the lack of multiple peaks in the measured

spectra. From SEM micrographs, we observed a consistent over-etch in our devices. We in-

vestigated the effect of this over-etching by simulating the target 120 nm bandwidth grating

with enlargement of the trench widths by 0, 4, 8, and 12 nm. The results of this study are

shown in Figure 3.9. As the trench widths are enlarged, the spectrum blue-shifts and loses

the multiple peaks, consistent with the experimentally observed spectral behavior. Simi-

larly, the back reflections into the waveguide shift spectrally; however, the peak reflection

magnitude remains the same. SEM imaging of the measured devices also revealed that sub-

field stitching errors were present during the electron beam write. This resulted in a slight

periodic 2 µm modulation of features, potentially contributing to additional discrepancies,

as well as providing explanation for the relatively large waveguide losses reported here.

Lastly, we compared our method against another state-of-the-art method in broadband

grating coupler design. While there exists a large literature on grating design, differences in

material stack, operating conditions, or fabrication constraints make it difficult to make a

fair comparison between one work and another. Here, we compare against the optimization

method introduced in [88] due to the similar emphasis on broadband couplers in single-layer

SOI; however, a more general comparison of our method to the literature can be found in

[90]. We apply our inverse design approach to the layer stack used in [88] (air-cladded,

220 nm SOI, 3 µm buried oxide (BOX) layer), operating conditions (1550 nm source), and

feature size (40 nm, vs the 36.725 nm used by Wang et al. [88]). Using a combination of

effective medium theory and particle swarm optimization, Wang et al. reported a peak

simulated coupling efficiency of −3.6 dB and 1 dB bandwidth of 84 nm for a source incident

at 25 ◦. Applying our approach to this geometry, we are able to achieve higher simulated

efficiencies with a peak efficiency of −2.29 dB and 1 dB bandwidths of 64 nm. Both methods

produced gratings with back reflections of roughly−15 dB. Much higher coupling efficiencies

were achieved in our approach at the cost of bandwidth; however, given the bandwidth-

efficiency trade-off reported earlier, additional tuning of optimization weights suggests the
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ability to gain additional bandwidth at the cost of peak coupling efficiency. Additionally,

we extended our method beyond the range of operating parameters in [88] by showing the

ability to produce large bandwidth grating couplers at varied incident source angles (Figure

3.10).

3.5 Couplers Used in Waveguide-Integrated Accelerator Ex-

periment

For the waveguide-integrated DLA experiment, the incident laser parameters and exper-

imental setup are adapted from previous direct-incidence experiments to support normal

incidence on a grating coupler [26, 27]. Light, polarized in the direction of electron prop-

agation (z), generated from a 300 fs FWHM pulse-length, 100 kHz repetition rate, optical

parametric amplifier (OPA) is focused to a 40 µm 1/e2 diameter spot on the grating. The

OPA supports a tunable wavelength that can vary from 1.4 µm to 2.02 µm. However, since

2017, the experiments done in the ACHIP collaboration have predominantly moved to longer

wavelengths, due to the larger nanofabricated features afforded with longer wavelengths and

the lower two-photon absorption coefficient of silicon near 2 µm. As such, the gratings were

designed for a center wavelength of 1.970 µm. This center wavelength was informed by the

simulations performed in Chapter 2.

The couplers are required to be broadband to couple the bandwidth of the input pulsed

laser, as well as to account for spectral drift due to fabrication imperfections in the grating

coupler or accelerator. Furthermore, the couplers must reject coupling into the higher order

modes of the 500 nm thick by 30 µm wide waveguide. To meet both of these specifications, we

use the inverse design method to design the grating coupler. The design area of the grating

was specified to be 42 µm and simulated on a 25 nm mesh. To optimize for bandwidth, the

couplers were simulated at 8 wavelengths spanning 1.93 µm to 2.01 µm over 8 simulations

(80 nm target bandwidth), centered around 1.97 µm. The optimization was carried out

with a minimum feature size of 120 nm and the input beam was modeled by a normally

incident Gaussian mode with a spot diameter of 40 µm. An SEM image of the fabricated

inverse-designed coupler is shown in Panel A of Figure 3.11. The resulting design from the

optimization was simulated in a 3D FDTD simulation (Lumerical FDTD). Mode expansion

monitors were used to determine coupling into the TE0, TE2, and TE4 modes - as these

modes are allowed by the symmetry of the input Gaussian source. In Panel B of Figure
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3.11 the coupling efficiency of the grating coupler into these modes is plotted. We indeed

observe the desired broadband behavior, with a 1 dB bandwidth of 45 nm, and little coupling

to higher-order modes. At 1.964 µm the coupling efficiency into the TE0 mode is 14.3%,

TE2 mode is 0.57% and TE4 mode is 0.18%. We take the coupling into the remaining

higher order modes to be zero. It should be noted that higher coupling efficiency grating

couplers can be designed at the cost of bandwidth, smaller feature sizes, or through the

use of a partial-etch; however, bandwidth and fabricability were prioritized for this first

demonstration experiment. These improvements are considered in Chapter 5. Additionally,

while not explicitly designed for, the grating couplers also have a near-linear spectral phase

profile (Panel C of Figure 3.11). This is important, as it is not only the amplitude of the

spectral response of the grating coupler, i.e. the coupling efficiency, that is important when

coupling ultra-fast pulses, but also preservation of the phase-relation between the spectral

components to maintain transform-limited pulses.

Finally, we also analyze the effect of the higher order modes on the accelerator perfor-

mance. We simulate, in 3D-FDTD, the gradient spectra with each mode as the source, each

at the same input phase (Panel D of Figure 3.11). We observe that the TE0 and TE4 modes

supply a net-positive acceleration gradient; whereas the TE2 mode contributes negatively

when the excitation are taken in phase. As 95% of the light is expected to be coupled into

the fundamental waveguide mode, we take this effect to be minimal.
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Figure 3.4: Simulated device coupling efficiency spectra. Optimized gratings with
40%, 60%, 80% and 100% (full) etch for target bandwidths of 40 nm (blue), 100 nm (red),
and 120 nm (purple). Back reflections into the waveguide shown in dashed lines. Figure
from [59]. Reprinted with permission from IEEE.
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A.

B.

Figure 3.5: Optimized bandwidths and trade-offs. A. Simulated 3 dB bandwidth of
the optimized gratings for each of the different etch profiles, for a specified target bandwidth
and etch depth. The 3 dB bandwidths are defined relative to the efficiency at 1550 nm. Each
line corresponds to a different etch depth as indicated by the legend for 220 nm thick silicon-
on-insulator material stack. B. Bandwidth vs. coupling efficiency (CE) at 1550 nm, the
nominal center wavelength of the grating coupler. Each line corresponds to a different etch
depth as indicated by the legend. Figure from [59]. Reprinted with permission from IEEE.
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Figure 3.6: Fabricated fully-etched devices to experimentally verify broadband
coupler design. (Top) SEM micrograph of an inverse designed grating coupler with
target bandwidth of 120 nm. (Bottom) SEM micrograph of complete input/output coupler
device with 12 µm wide waveguides tapering down to a single-mode waveguide of 500 nm,
over 215 µm. This device has a single-mode waveguide length of 10 µm. Figure from [59].
Reprinted with permission from IEEE.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of experimental measurement setup. Three configurations
of the setup are used, where S̄i = 0, Si = 1 indicates the state of a switch. The first
configuration, S1S̄2S̄3S4, was used to align to the grating with the continuous-wave (CW)
tunable laser source at 1550 nm. The positions of the fibers were optimized on a 3-axis
closed-loop piezo stage (PZ), using an automated line-search scheme to maximize the power
on a photodetector (PD), followed by adjustment of the polarization controller (PC). Next,
a reference spectra of the supercontinuum (SC) source was taken by bypassing the sample
with a single-mode path fiber (REF) in configuration S̄1S2S3S̄4. The spectra are recorded
on an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). Lastly, measurement of the coupling efficiency was
obtained by using the setup S̄1S̄2S̄3S̄4, where light collected from the output grating was
sent to the OSA for measurement. The polarization of the SC source is set through a linear
polarizer (LP). The axes of both the CW and SC source are co-aligned to allow for identical
setting of the PC. Figure from [59]. Reprinted with permission from IEEE.
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Figure 3.8: Measured transmission spectra for broadband gratings. Measured
grating coupler spectra for fully-etched optimized gratings with target bandwidths 40 nm
(solid blue), 100 nm (solid red), and 120 nm (solid purple). Simulated results also plotted in
dashed lines, in the respective colors. Note the distinct horizontal axes for measured (bottom
axis) and simulated (top axis) spectra. Single grating performance obtained by assuming
identical input-output coupling efficiency. Figure from [59]. Reprinted with permission
from IEEE.
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Effect of Over-Etch

Figure 3.9: Effect of over-etch on broadband gratings. Simulated device spectra of
fully-etched, target 120 nm bandwidth grating with trench size enlarged 0 nm, 4 nm, 8 nm,
and 12 nm. Figure from [59]. Reprinted with permission from IEEE.
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Figure 3.10: Effect of incidence angle on bandwidth-coupling efficiency trade-
off. Simulated peak coupling efficiency vs 3 dB bandwidth for gratings designed using
our inverse design approach, with varying incident source angle. The material stack (air-
cladded, 220 nm SOI, 3 µm BOX layer), operating conditions (1550 nm source), and feature
size (40 nm) are chosen to directly compare against the large bandwidth design method of
[88]. Figure from [59]. Reprinted with permission from IEEE.
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Figure 3.11: Inverse designed broadband grating coupler for on-chip integrated
accelerator application. A. SEM micrograph of inverse designed grating used in
waveguide-integrated DLA experiment. B. Coupling efficiency spectra of the inverse de-
signed grating coupler in to TE0, TE2, and TE4 waveguide modes of a 500 nm by 30 µm
waveguide. C. Spectral phase of transmission through inverse designed coupler. Near-
linear relation allows for preservation of transform-limited pulses through the coupler. D.
Acceleration gradient spectra for the TE0, TE2, and TE4 waveguide modes as the source
incident on the accelerator. The phase of the input-mode is taken to be the same across
the simulations. Figure from [58]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.



Chapter 4

Experimental Demonstration of
On-Chip Acceleration

With designs obtained for the waveguide-integrated accelerator (Chapter 2) and the

input grating coupler (Chapter 3), we can begin to assemble a single-stage on-chip DLA

device (Figure 4.1). In this scheme, the grating coupler couples external laser pulses and

excites the fundamental waveguide mode, which acts as the source to the accelerator. In

this chapter, we describe the fabrication of such a device and characterize it experimentally.

To magnetic 
spectrometer

300 fs 
pulsed laser

83.4 keV 
electron beam

t = 0

SiO2

30 μm

Air

SiO2

1

t = τ/22

Input 
coupler

Integrated 
accelerator

Figure 4.1: Laser coupling and operation of single-stage waveguide-integrated
accelerator. Schematic (not to scale) depicting the inverse designed components of the
on-chip accelerator. A grating couples light from a normally incident free-space beam into
the fundamental mode of slab-waveguide (Inset 1). The waveguide mode then acts as
the source for the waveguide-integrated accelerator structure. Inset 2 depicts the phase-
matched fields and electron at half an optical cycle apart. Figure from [58]. Reprinted with
permission from AAAS.
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4.1 Nano-Fabrication of Waveguide-Integrated Accelerator

The accelerator devices were fabricated at the Stanford Nanofabrication Facility (SNF) and

Stanford Nanofabrication Shared Facilities (SNSF) on 500 nm device layer, 3 µm buried ox-

ide layer silicon-on-insulator pieces, purchased from Soitec. A JEOL JBC-6300FS electron-

beam lithography tool was used to pattern 330 nm thick ZEP-520A electron-beam resist

with the accelerator, waveguides, and grating coupler structures. The electron beam write

was developed by a 40 s dip in Xylenes, followed by 30 s in a Methyl-iso-butyl-ketones (25%)

/ 2-propanol (75%) solution, and finally 30 s in 2-propanol bath. The samples were etched

using reactive-ion etching with a C2F6 breakthrough step, and BCl3/Cl2/O2 chemistry main

etch. Resist was removed using an overnight soak in 1165, followed by a Piranha clean, 4:1

ratio of sulphuric acid and 30% hydrogen peroxide. This process is depicted in Figure 4.2

Initial SOI 
wafer

Spin ZEP520A
e-beam resist 

(~330 nm)

e-beam 
lithography and 

develop

RIE
(BCl3/Cl2 silicon etch)

Remove resist
(1165 soak + piranha)

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Figure 4.2: Pattern transfer on silion-on-insulator through electron-beam lithog-
raphy. Electron-beam lithography process outlined.

The mesa structure, the platform to provide clearance for the input electron beam, was

defined using contact photolithography. The cleaned, patterned samples were dehydrated

and primed with HMDS in a YES Oven. SPR220-3 photoresist was spun at 2000 rpm for

a nominal thickness of 4 µm. The samples were exposed with a Karl Suss MA-6 Contact

Aligner with a 4 second, 365 nm, 15 mW/cm2 exposure. Exposure was preceded and followed

by a 115◦ C bake for 90 seconds. The photolithography was developed with 60 seconds of

agitation in MF-26A developer, followed by agitation in water. The mesa was etched to be

roughly 25 µm deep through three separate plasma etches: another BCl3/Cl2/O2 based etch

for the silicon layer, CF4/CHF3 etch for the buried oxide layer, and the Bosch process for

a deep-silicon-etch into the silicon substrate. Lastly, the sample was cleaned using another

overnight 1165 soak, followed by Piranha bath. This process is depicted in Figure 4.3. An
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Initial 500 nm SOI wafer Pattern transfer via e-beam 
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Etch Si substrate
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Initial SOI wafer Pattern transfer via e-beam 
lithography + RIE (BCl3/Cl2)

Spin SPR220-3 PR, 4 μm Contact photolithography to 
define mesa

Etch device layer
(BCl3/Cl2)

Etch BOX layer
(CF4)

Etch Si substrate
(Bosch process)

Remove resist

Figure 4.3: Photolithography process to define mesa platform. Process outlined
to lithographically define the mesa for electron-beam clearance during experiment, and
subsequent etch steps.

SEM image of the fabricated single-stage waveguide-integrated accelerator device is shown

in Figure 4.4.

To prepare samples suitable for the electron test chamber, the SOI piece must be diced

into smaller 2 x 4 mm chips. Before dicing, the samples are protected by spinning 10 µm

of SPR220-7 photoresist at 1500 rpm, followed by a 5 minute bake on a 90◦ C hotplate.

The sample is fastened to the DISCO wafer saw holding chuck through adhesive film. This

film is also applied to the top of the sample to offer additional protection. The samples are

diced and then set in an acetone bath to remove the protective film and photoresist. The

diced chips are then placed in a bath of Microposit Remover 1165 overnight, followed by

an acetone and isopropyl alcohol rinse. The diced chip, mounted on the experiment sample

holder through silver conductive adhesive, is imaged in Panel B of Figure 4.4.

4.1.1 Fabrication Troubleshooting

While the fabrication process was relatively straightforward, a few iterations were required

to fine-tune the process. For starters, the long length of the coupler (30 µm) and aspect-ratio

(greater than 4:1) of the grating caused issues of resolving the features. This manifested
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A. B.

20 μm

Figure 4.4: Fabricated single-stage accelerator. A. SEM image of a single-stage ac-
celerator of 30 periods fabricated on a 500 nm SOI stack. The accelerator sits on a 25 µm
tall mesa structure to provide clearance for the input electron beam. B. Diced chips with
patterned accelerator and mesa sitting on the experiment sample mount. Chip bonded to
sample mount through silver conductive adhesive. Figure (left) from [58]. Reprinted with
permission from AAAS.

in features warping as indicated in Panel A of Figure 4.5. The cause of this warping was

tracked to the dose during the electron beam lithography. Multiple writes with a dose range

from 285µC/cm2 to 308µC/cm2 resulted in structures with this warping; however other

gratings of identical aspect ratio, but shorter length (12 µm) did not have issue with these

doses. Ultimately, we found lowering the dose to 255µC/cm2 resolved the issue for these

particular designs.

The next fabrication difficulty experienced was developing the right parameters for the

mesa-etch. Two types of issues were faced here: the first being timing of the etches, and

second, having a thick enough photoresist mask to protect the accelerator during the etches.

While the two silicon etches, the initial silicon device layer and the deep-silicon etch were

well-characterized, timing on the oxide etch on the Oxford-RIE had to be determined. In

Panel B of Figure 4.5 initial fabrication runs without enough time for the buried oxide

etch are shown with a resulting shallow mesa etch. It was believed that a large portion of

deep-silicon etch cycles were used to etch the remaining oxide, resulting in the incomplete

mesa. After running the oxide-etch for longer, this issue was resolved. Another failure
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mode during the etch step was severe damage to the structures due to insufficiently thick

photoresist protecting the structures. This is shown in Panel C of Figure 4.5. In subsequent

runs where photoresist was spun thicker (4 µm), the features were preserved.

Once the above lithographic and etch processes were improved, the samples were imaged

under an SEM to confirm the changes had the desired effect. During the final dicing step

of the manufacturing of the accelerator devices, the devices were protected with thick-spun

photoresist and tape. However, the mechanical process of dicing the wafers still caused

damage on the gratings, as shown in Panel D of Figure 4.5. While many gratings did

sustain damage during the wafer-saw dicing, post-selection from SEM imaging allowed us

to identify a number of chips that had no such issues, providing pristine samples for testing.

4.2 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup used to characterize these devices is identical to that of previous

direct-incidence pillar experiments [26, 27]; however, the sample holder was modified to sup-

port normal incidence on the grating coupler. A custom-built scanning transmission electron

microscope is used as the source for the electron beam. Ultraviolet pulses (300 fs ± 10 nm

FWHM, 100 kHz, 256 nm) illuminate a flat copper photo-cathode to produce a 2.2 mrad

full-angle divergence electron beam at 83.4 keV (v = 0.51c). A solenoid lens focuses the

electron beam to 490 nm diameter spot, as measured by a knife-edge scan at the location

of the accelerator. The Rayleigh length of the electron beam is approximately 150 µm,

resulting in a near-uniform spot-size over the 30 µm length of the accelerator. The light

source is a 300 fs± 10 nm FWHM pulse-length, 100 kHz repetition rate, optical parametric

amplifier (OPA), focused to beam with 1/e2 diameter of 40 ± 4 µm, normally incident on

the input grating coupler. Electrons which pass through the accelerator enter a magnetic

spectrometer with an energy resolution of 40 eV with a FWHM of 250 eV. The energy-

separated electrons finally terminate at a micro-channel plate (MCP) detector for imaging.

Alignment of the laser to the grating coupler is done through imaging the back-reflection

of the laser which provides the ability to discern features of the structure. The setup is

illustrated in Figure 4.6.

Each electron detected on the MCP detector is assigned an energy based off a calibration

curve, which is obtained by raising/lowering the electron gun energy with the laser off. The

electron energy spectra are obtained by averaging at least five frames from the micro-channel
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Figure 4.5: Fabrication issues experienced during processing accelerator devices.
A. The combination of long length (30 µm) and high aspect (>4:1) ratio of the gratings re-
sulted in warping of features at higher electron beam lithography write doses. B. Insufficient
time on buried oxide etch resulted in a shallow mesa. C. Too thin of protective photoresist
mask during etches resulted in severe damage to devices. D. Mechanical agitation during
final wafer saw dicing resulted in broken features on some samples.

plate (MCP) detector, with each frame consisting of two seconds of integration. Each

second, 100,000 electrons are generated over a 490 nm diameter spot. The final transmission

is limited primarily by the aperture of the waveguide-integrated accelerator (250 x 500 nm)

and the quantum efficiency of the final MCP plate detector (∼30%), resulting in roughly

10,000 counts per second. The counts are projected to the deflection axis, and noise is

removed based on a background measurement. In Appendix B, a randomly selected sample

of five frames for each measurement are shown.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic depicting setup for waveguide-integrated DLA electron
acceleration experiment. Laser pulses from a 100 kHz repetition-rate OPA are incident
on the grating with a spot-size of 40 µm. Back-reflections of this beam are used to align laser
to structure. Electrons, of initial velocity 83.4 keV pass through waveguide-integrated DLA
and travel through a magnetic spectrometer which deflects the electron based on its energy.
Finally, the electrons terminate at a micro-channel plate detector which amplifies electron
counts for detection, and generates the electron energy spectrum image for analysis.

4.3 Acceleration Spectra and Discussion

The electron energy spectra (Figure 4.7) show that electrons have been successfully ac-

celerated by our structure. The blue curve depicts the energy spectrum of the electrons

passing through the accelerator structure with the laser off, and the red curve shows the

energy spectrum when the laser (3 mW average power, 335 MV/m peak field, at 1.94µm)

is incident on the grating coupler.

To characterize the broadening of the laser-on spectra, we introduce an energy spectrum

width metric, ξ, which we define as the first trailing energy at which the difference between

the laser-on spectra, F (ε), and laser-off spectra, f(ε), is below 0.01, F (ξ) − f(ξ) ≤ 0.01.

For the spectra shown in Figure 4.7, centered at ε0 = 83.4 keV, this corresponds to a value

of ξ = 84.31 keV. An additional useful metric that is used to characterize the accelerator

performance is the peak-depletion, which is defined as the ratio of counts of laser-on electrons

to laser-off electrons at the center energy, F (ε0)/f(ε0). The peak-depletion provides a metric

for the number of energy-modulated electrons.

As the electron bunch-length is larger than the optical cycle, we observe symmetric
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ε0

ξ

Figure 4.7: Experimental demonstration of on-chip laser-driven electron acceler-
ation. Electron energy spectrum log-scale) without laser incident (blue curve) and with
laser, 3.0 mW, 335 MV/m peak field, at λ = 1.94µm, incident (red curve) on the grating
coupler. Simulated spectrum based on particle tracking simulations shown in dotted red
curve. On the spectra, ε0 denotes the center energy of the distribution and ξ provides an
energy spectral width metric which marks the energy at which the difference between the
laser-on and laser-off spectra is below 0.01. Figure from [58]. Reprinted with permission
from AAAS.

broadening of the energy spectrum, resulting in electrons being accelerated and decelerated.

This effect is utilized in the design of a crucial component in a multi-stage accelerator, a

buncher. The buncher operates from the principle that the electrons which gain energy

lead and the electrons which lose energy lag, such that after a specific drift length they

spatially coincide. This produces bunched electrons which can be fed into another accelera-

tor stage which produces only net acceleration. This demonstration has been shown in the

direct-incident pillar structures [24], and is part of the on-chip integrated multi-stage work

discussed in Chapter 5.

The dotted red curve on Figure 4.7 depicts simulated performance of the accelerator

obtained from the commercial particle tracking code General Particle Tracer (GPT) [93].

A three-dimensional map of the complex fields, based on the simulations in Chapter 2, was

imported into GPT, and a realistic electron beam distribution was propagated through the

accelerating channel, with RMS dimensions σx = σy = 120 nm and normalized transverse

emittances εnx,y = 6 pm-rad. Space charge effects were turned off to be consistent with the

low beam current in the experiment. The simulated initial electron spectrum (dashed blue
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curve of Figure 4.7) is a numerical interpolation of the experimental laser-off data (solid blue

curve). The field map region was matched to the dimensions of the accelerating channel of

the DLA (0.5 × 0.25 × 30 µm) and a collimating filter was used to remove particles whose

trajectories intersected the walls of the accelerator. Particles whose trajectories pass over

the accelerator channel are included in the simulation. Since the code does not allow for a

time-varying field amplitude, the temporal envelope of the laser was included by summing

multiple spectra corresponding to successive slices of the electron beam and scaling the peak

field amplitude to fit the tails of the measured spectrum. The temporal profile was modeled

with a Gaussian profile Ez(z, t) ∝ exp(−t2/τ2 where τ = 272 fs is the dispersion-corrected

pulse duration in the waveguide. The electron temporal profile was a Gaussian with FWHM

of 400 fs, consistent with the experimental laser-electron correlation function.

Due to the spread in energy and phase of the input electron spectrum, the maximal

energy gain is a quantity not directly measurable from the laser-on spectrum. Instead, we

can obtain this value from the particle tracking simulations. From these simulations, we

infer a maximal energy gain of 0.915 keV, over 30µm providing a gradient of 30.5 MeV/m

and structure factor (ratio of acceleration gradient to incident field) of 0.09.

While running the experiment, to determine the operating wavelength of our accelerator,

the average power of the incident laser pulses on the grating coupler are fixed to be 2.75 mW

(321 MV/m peak field) and the wavelength is swept (Panel A of Figure 4.8). A peak is

observed in the energy spectrum width, ∆ξ = ξ − ε0, at 1.94µm. Moreover, the peak-

depletion, the ratio of laser-on to laser-off counts at the center energy is optimal at 1.94µm,

consistent with an increase in the number of modulated electrons at this wavelength. The

greatest broadening of the energy spectra and dip in peak-depletion suggest an operating

wavelength of 1.94µm. This wavelength is blue-shifted from the simulated operating value

of 1.964µm. Due to the cavity-like nature of this accelerator, we attribute this spectral

shift and flattening of the gradient spectrum to fabrication imperfections. Additionally, as

a consequence of the blue-shift, the Λ = βλ design condition is no longer satisfied exactly

and so some dephasing is to be expected, contributing to the diminished structure factor.

Fixing the wavelength to 1.94µm, we conduct a sweep of the input power from 0.5 mW

to 5 mW (137 MV/m to 433 MV/m peak fields) in Panel B of Figure 4.8. To compare the

power scaling to the particle tracking simulation, the field amplitude in the structure was

first fit to match the measured spectrum of Figure 4.7, corresponding to 3 mW input power.

Then, simulation procedure described above was repeated at various field intensities, scaled
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as the square root of the input power, and the spectral width, ∆ξ, is extracted from each

simulation to produce the dashed curve in Panel B of Figure 4.8. Error estimation in Figure

4.8 is obtained by computing the standard deviation of these quantities on the individual

frames which comprised the average spectra.

While nonlinear dephasing has been observed in other DLA experiments [28, 67], the

short waveguide distances (50µm) in this experiment are much smaller than hundreds of

microns of propagation distance required to introduce significant nonlinear dephasing [94].

Additionally, coupling into higher-order modes of the slab-waveguide can result in minor

dephasing, as discussed in Chapter 3. However, with 95% of the total power in the TE0

mode and only 3.8% of power expected to couple into TE2, this negative contribution to

the gradient would be minimal. Interestingly, system-level analysis of a silicon-on-insulator

integrated accelerator – such as the one presented here, predicts acceleration gradients

of 45.3 MeV/m [94]. This suggests that work towards higher efficiency grating couplers

provides an achievable path to this estimated value.

4.4 Post-Experiment Damage Analysis

After the experiment, the samples were imaged under an SEM to inspect for damage. In all

samples measured, the accelerator and waveguides were intact with no damage. However,

samples exposed to powers greater than 3 mW showed varied degrees of damage at the

grating coupler, depending on the peak fields exposed. In Panel A of Figure 4.9, the coupler

that experienced the highest input power of 5 mW, or 433 MV/m peak fields is shown.

In the regime of femtosecond pulses, the nature of this laser-induced breakdown is

through multi-photon absorption and ionization, resulting in the generation of a plasma.

This plasma leads to further heating and ionization, ultimately causing material break-

down [66]. Note, that in this ultrafast regime the damage mechanism is different from

continuous-wave damage where the primary mode of damage is through thermal melting.

As indicated in the damage-study, [66], the plasma that is generated which is associated

with the breakdown remains localized beyond the damage threshold. Comparing against

with simulation of the grating devices reveals that damage occurs at the smallest silicon

features which measure a width of 120 nm, not necessarily the region of largest field alone

(Panel B of Figure 4.9). This finding suggests optimizing grating couplers with separate

minimum feature sizes for the vacuum-filled trenches and silicon teeth – where the trenches
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Figure 4.8: Wavelength and power sweep of accelerator. A. Energy spectral width
broadening, ∆ξ = ξ − ε0, (blue, left axis) and peak-depletion (green, right axis) for a fixed
power at 2.75 mW, 321 MV/m peak field, as a function of varying the wavelength of the
pump laser. B. Measured energy spectral width, ∆ξ, at fixed wavelength of 1.94µm, as a
function of input power, with scaling of ∆ξ from the tracking code superimposed as dashed
curve. Figure from [58]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

are able to remain small, while the silicon teeth are kept larger. This is in contrast to the

current implementation of the grating optimization where a single minimum feature size
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dictates the minimum size of the silicon teeth and vacuum trenches. Additionally, grating

couplers which employ a partial etch will not only have greater coupling efficiencies, but

also the residual silicon layer will provide a thermal and electrical conduction path which

may also increase grating robustness.

A. B.

Figure 4.9: Post-experiment damage analysis. A. SEM image of grating exposed to to
peak fields exceeding 433 MV/m. B. Comparing location of damage to frequency domain-
field simulation at peak wavelength of coupler. Damage is found to occur at the smallest
silicon features, rather than the regions of largest simulated hotspots.



Chapter 5

Towards Higher Gradients and
Energy Gain

The waveguide-integrated accelerator presented in Chapter 4 marks a major milestone

for the collaboration, validating the use of photonic integrated circuits as a viable platform

for DLAs. The device demonstrated acceleration of electrons of an initial energy of 83.4 keV

by a maximum energy gain of 0.915 keV over 30 µm, providing acceleration gradients of

30.5 MeV/m and a structure factor of 0.09.

Now we aim to improve upon what was learned from this first demonstration and en-

hance the acceleration gradients of our integrated structures. Additionally, the need to

push towards an increased interaction length between the electron and the laser fields is of

paramount importance. Only through this can higher energy gains be realized, and DLAs

can enter into the space of applications. In this chapter we discuss methods of achieving

these higher gradients and interaction lengths, along with final closing remarks.

5.1 Higher Acceleration Gradients

The simulated results presented in Figure 2.6 inform us that our inverse designed accelera-

tors have the potential to achieve much higher gradients. To this end, two main strategies

are being pursued to reach these simulated values. First, methods to improve the efficiency

and robustness of the grating couplers are being developed. This would allow for more

power to be delivered to the accelerator. Second, accelerators are being designed for tele-

com wavelengths where greater availability of fiber and free-space optics exist to facilitate

optical characterization. Through optical characterization we can determine the optimal

66
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operating conditions for the devices prior to testing with electrons, to avoid detuned per-

formance.

5.1.1 Improvements in Grating Coupler Design

In the ideal case, the damage point of the on-chip accelerator should be at the accelerating

structure itself. This would imply that all downstream components are not limiting power

delivered to the accelerator, short of their own insertion losses. From the post-experiment

SEMs shown in Chapter 4, Figure 4.9, the damage is occurring at the first point of interac-

tion, the grating coupler. Therefore, we focus our efforts to increase the damage robustness

of the coupler, as well as producing higher efficiency couplers. Here we introduce three such

approaches:

1. Improved discretization method As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the inverse design

algorithm goes through, broadly, two stages of optimization: continuous and discrete.

In continuous optimization, the permittivity distribution of the device is allowed to

vary continuously between the cladding value and the material value. Of course,

the device produced during this stage of optimization is non-physical; however, the

function of this optimization is to seed the discrete optimization.

For some optimization problems, the structure produced at the end of the continuous

stage is predominantly defined by intermediate values between the cladding and ma-

terial permittivity. In this case, the translation of this continuous seed-structure to

the discrete landscape does not produce a useful initial condition, resulting in poor

discrete optimization. This is illustrated in Panel A (left) of Figure 5.1. Su et al. used

the idea of biasing the continuous distribution to discrete values during the optimiza-

tion [40]. When biasing, a penalty function is added to the continuous optimization

stage that encourages intermediate values in the permittivity distribution towards the

cladding or material value. To understand this, consider a vector which represents

the structure, z, where zi represents the permittivity at grid cell i. We take zi ∈ [0, 1],

where a value of 0 corresponds to the cladding permittivity, 1 corresponds to the

material permittivity, and the in-between values are mapped linearly. Then if the

penalty function
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fbias(z) =

N∑
i=1

zi(1− zi) (5.1)

is added to an objective function, which is minimized during optimization. For values

of zi = 0 and zi = 1, nothing is contributed to the sum. However, intermediate values

between 0 and 1 do contribute, with the maximal contribution at zi = 0.5. Therefore,

during the continuous optimization each grid cell is encouraged to move towards the

cladding or material permittivity value to minimize fbias. In Panel A (right) of Figure

5.1 the effect of the biasing penalty is observed. Not only do we achieve a discrete-

looking structure at the end of the continuous optimization, but also are able to recover

better performance in the discrete stage of optimization. Note, there is no minimum

feature size is enforced in the continuous optimization and so the performance during

this stage will be greater than discrete, where minimum feature sizes (enforced for

fabricability) constrain the performance.

2. Hotspot optimization In the ultrafast regime, the primary damage mechanism is

laser-induced breakdown through multi-photon absorption and ionization. Therefore,

reducing the intensity of fields localized on material is an important step in producing

robust devices. To accomplish this, we invoke the use of an additional penalty term

in the grating coupler design to limit field hotspots. Specifically, we add the term

fhotspot(ε, E) =
N∑
i=1

εi
∣∣E2

i

∣∣ . (5.2)

As this term is added to the objective function, which is minimized, the product,

εi
∣∣E2

i

∣∣, is encouraged to be as small as possible. Regions where the permittivity is

high, i.e. regions corresponding to the material, would therefore contribute the most

to fhotspot, especially if they also have strong fields. Thus, the penalty works to reduce

hotspots in material.

In Panel B of Figure 5.1, a grating is allowed to optimize without this penalty function.

In the final stage of the optimization, the hotspot penalty function is activated. We

see a reduction in peak field by a factor of two with the use of the penalty function.

Moreover, in most cases of applying this hot-spot penalty, the coupling efficiency of

the grating is able to recover to its value prior. The lack of hotspots also suggests that
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the optimization steers away from highly resonant designs to accomplish the coupling

task. This is desirable, as those structures may be more susceptible to performance

degradation due to fabrication errors.

3. Dual minimum feature sizes

As indicated by the post-experiment SEM images, the most vulnerable features of the

grating are the smallest features. While the minimum feature size of the grating can

be set during the optimization, there is a trade-off between coupling efficiency and

minimum feature. As implemented in [90], a single minimum feature size controls both

the size of the material tooth and the cladding-filled trench. Therefore, a compromise

on this trade-off can be established if two separate minimum features are established

for the trench and teeth. This was incorporated in the grating design framework

presented in Chapter 3.

To compare to the previous gratings used in the experiment of Chapter 4, a new set of

gratings were designed using the above improvements to the design of the gratings. The

gratings had a minimum silicon tooth size of 150 nm and trench of 100 nm. The previous

experiment indicated damage occurring at laser fluences of roughly 4.5 mJ/cm2 on the

gratings. Preliminary experiments indicated that the updated design technique produced

gratings that had a damage fluence of 7.2 mJ/cm2. Furthermore, these gratings achieve

simulated coupling efficiencies of 44%, which is more than double of those used in the

previous experiment.

5.1.2 On-Chip Acclerators at Telecom Wavelengths

While there are no intrinsic benefits in acceleration gradient for a dielectric laser accelerator

designed to operate at telecom (λ0 = 1.55 µm) wavelengths over other optical wavelengths,

there are indirect reasons why moving to telecom operation may improve performance. The

principle of these reasons is the greater availability of free-space and fiber optics, developed

for the wealth of applications at these wavelengths. This is relevant for the dielectric laser

accelerator experiments since operating at wavelengths near 2 µm limits the characterization

capabilities available, as well as puts strain on available measurement setups. In contrast, by

moving to 1.55 µm we are able to optically characterize our devices in different labs, including

the setup used to measure grating coupler coupling efficiency in Chapter 2. This would

allow us to diagnose any issues with the fabrication and identify the operating wavelength
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Figure 5.1: Improvements to grating coupler design for robustness and efficiency.
A. Optimization of broadband couplers with and without penalty constraint. Each trace
corresponds to the performance of the coupler at a different wavelength. (Left) Optimiza-
tion without biasing penalty function. The first 100 iterations correspond to continuous
optimization, and the final structure of this stage is shown in the inset. The structure in
the inset does not map well to the discrete landscape, and therefore acts as a poor initial
condition to the second stage of discrete optimization (iterations beyond 100). (Right) Op-
timization with biasing penalty, structure at end of continuous in inset resembles a discrete
structure. Discrete optimization, with applied fabrication constraints, is able to recover
better. B. Visualization of the magnitude of electric fields before and after application of
hotspot penalty function. Coupling efficiency remains nearly the same between the struc-
tures. C. Revised gratings incorporating discretization, hotspot optimization, and dual
feature sizes improve damage robustness from 4.5 mJ/cm2 to 7.2 mJ/cm2.

of the integrated DLA. Determining this operating wavelength a priori is essential since

the energy of the input electron beam can not be easily tuned during the experiment. This
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limitation is what is believed to be the primary cause of the discrepancy between simulation

and experiment of the structure shown in Chapter 4. Since there was a blue-shift of the

operating wavelength from the structure of roughly 20 nm from simulation, the Λ = βλ was

not satisfied exactly and so the accelerator was detuned from ideal performance.

To remedy this for future experiments, we design new accelerator structures for telecom

wavelengths. The structures are also designed using the inverse design framework presented

in Chapter 2. The accelerator was designed with a period of Λ = 0.775 µm, to phase

match with electrons at β = 0.5 with a center pump wavelength of 1.55 µm. We designed

these structures for the identical material stack as before, 500 nm silicon-on-insulator. The

final design of the optimization is shown in an SEM image of a fabricated accelerator

structure in Panel A of Figure 5.2. The design was simulated over 16 periods (total length

of L = 12.4 µm) in a 3D FDTD simulation. From the simulated fields, the analysis presented

in Section 2.7 was carried out with the frequency-domain acceleration gradient spectrum

shown in Panel B of Figure 5.2. Comparing the performance of this accelerator to that

shown in Panel B of Figure 2.5, we see comparable performance between the two accelerator

designs.

A. B.

Figure 5.2: Accelerator designed for telecom (1.55 µm) wavelengths. A. SEM im-
age of DLA designed for telecom wavelengths. B. Simulated acceleration gradient spectra
confirms operation at design wavelength and electron energy.

The devices were fabricated in a fiber-in/fiber-out layout, reminiscent of the grating

coupler input-output devices used for coupling efficiency measurements (Figure 3.6). This

is done to allow measurement of the transmission of the light through the accelerator and

use the spectra as a way to optically characterize the device. This transmission is compared
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to the simulated spectra to act as indicator of meeting design specifications.

We simulate (in 3D FDTD) the transmission of the fundamental waveguide mode

through the accelerator. Then, using the fiber-in/fiber-out setup from the grating cou-

pler measurements in Chapter 3, we can measure the transmission through the accelerator

(Panel A of Figure 5.3). From the transmission spectrum shown in Panel B of Figure 5.3,

we see two peaks which resemble the simulated transmission spectrum. However, we see

broadening of the spectral features, as well as a shift, providing evidence for the suspected

causes of lower performance for the experiment done in Chapter 4. Through additional fab-

rication cycles, we can aim to sharpen the transmission peaks. In addition, by identifying

the spectral shift prior to loading a sample in the accelerator chamber, we can eliminate

any detuning from ideal phase-matching – thus providing higher acceleration gradients.

A.
Input fiber Output fiber

Input coupler Output coupler

Accelerator

B.

Figure 5.3: Optical transmission measurements of accelerators designed for tele-
com wavelengths. A. Image of fiber-in/fiber-out arrangement used to measure transmis-
sion spectra through the DLA. B. Solid blue line shows measured transmission spectrum
through the DLA. Simulated transmission spectrum shown in dashed orange.
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5.2 Increasing Interaction Length

An accelerator able to demonstrate 1 GeV/m acceleration gradients, but only over 30 µm

provides 30 keV of energy gain, a value far less than the 1 MeV required for applications.

Fortunately, the waveguide-integrated accelerator developed in this work provides a path

towards higher energies by being able to leverage the scalability of photonic integrated

circuits. By having multiple stages of accelerators, fed by a network of waveguides, we

can extend the interaction length straightforwardly to 300 mm through monolithic silicon

photonics foundry processing [95]. In this section, we first present an on-chip analogue

of the pulse-front-tilt method. Then, to truly take advantage of the integrated on-chip

platform, we focus attention to development and discussion of components in a multi-stage

accelerator.

5.2.1 On-Chip Pulse Front Tilt

Consider the situation shown in Panel A of Figure 5.4. A grating coupler is used to couple

a pulsed laser of pulse width τp to a very large spatial mode, suppose 100s of microns in

length, that is propagating in a direction that is normal to the accelerator gap. If we try and

use this large spatial mode as the source for the waveguide-integrated DLA to accelerate

an electron of initial energy v = βc0, then we see that only a small fraction of the pulse is

able to interact with the electron. Specifically, the interaction length is limited to

L∗ = βc0τp. (5.3)

However, if the pulse is incident at an angle, then the interaction length can be extended –

as the entire spatial extent of the pulse has not reached the accelerator at once. For a pulse

propagating at a group velocity vg, we can derive a relation for the angle of incidence of

this pulse, based on ensuring that every distance L∗, a new point on the pulse-front reaches

the accelerator, as indicated in Panel B of Figure 5.4. This gives us the condition

sin(θ) =
τpvg
L∗

=
τpvg
βc0τp

=
1

βng
,

(5.4)
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of on-chip pulse front tilt. A. If a large spatial-extent pulsed
mode is incident perpendicular to the accelerator gap, it is only able to interact with the
particle over a length L∗ = βc0τp, where τp is the pulse width and βc0 is the velocity of the
electron. B. When the pulse is incident to the accelerator at an angle, then the interaction
length can be extended. This is because the entire spatial extent of the pulse does not reach
the accelerator at once.

where ng can be found by computing

ng(ω) = neff (ω) + ω
dneff
dω

∣∣∣
ω
, (5.5)

and the waveguide dispersion, dneff/dω can be obtained through a waveguide mode solver

for the slab modes at different frequencies.

Since the source incident on the accelerator is angled, it now has a kincz component,

which will necessarily adjust the accelerator period to satisfy

kincz + kΛ = ke (5.6)

2πneff
λ0

sin(θ) +
2π

Λ
=

2π

βλ0
(5.7)

where Λ is the accelerator period and λ0 is the center free-space wavelength of the pulse.

Substituting Eqn. 5.4 in Eqn. 3.2, we obtain the condition for the updated period of the
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accelerator for an angled source to be

Λ =
βλ0(

1− neff
ng

) . (5.8)

An accelerator for this angled source to achieve an increased interaction length can

also be designed via the inverse design methodology presented in Chapter 2. However,

instead of the periodic boundary conditions used in the previous discussion, Bloch boundary

conditions, with a Bloch vector of kz = e
2πneff
λ0

sin(θ)
, must be employed to ensure the angled

source is properly simulated.

5.2.2 Multi-Stage Accelerators with Foundry Fabrication

An on-chip multi-stage accelerator promises a platform for scaling up the interaction length.

This is done by tiling accelerators, along with bunching and focusing stages, to achieve

higher energies. Multi-stage accelerators require large networks of waveguides to distribute

power and sync laser pulses with the electron trajectory. In addition, active components

such as phase shifters are necessary to ensure fields are in-phase with the electron. While

fabrication of such a device can be accomplished in an academic fabrication facility, semi-

conductor foundries are better equipped to address challenges associated with producing

low loss waveguides, integration of active components, and consistent yields.

By moving to foundry fabrication, the design space for the on-chip accelerator is mod-

ified. For example, most foundries only support silicon- or silicon nitride- on-insulator

material platforms, and that too with device layers thinner than the 500 nm SOI used in

this work. On the other hand, device complexity can be greatly enhanced through the use

of multiple layers and active devices.

Foundry fabrication also comes with its restrictions on the feature sizes allowed on the

designs. One might think this would be a problem for the inverse designed devices, with

their potentially small and irregular features. However, recent work has experimentally

characterized inverse designed components, with features as small as 90 nm, that were fab-

ricated as part of an AIM Photonics 300 mm wafer multiproject wafer run [96]. The devices

all reproduced their simulated performance to high accuracy, and so the minimum feature

size is no issue.

In this section we present components and concepts that will be utilized in the design

of multi-staged accelerators through future foundry fabrication runs. The structures are
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designed for a 220 nm SOI platform.

Components

Grating Couplers. The theoretical upper bound on the coupling efficiency for a

fully etched grating coupler, with identical material above and below the device, is

50%. This can be understood from the reverse operation of the device, as an emitter,

where equal power is radiated to the top (the input coupling direction) and to the

bottom (loss into the substrate). The way around this is to break the symmetry of

the device. One common approach is utilizing a partial, instead of complete, etch of

the grating. While making partially etched devices is entirely possible in an academic

fabrication facility, the controlled environment of a foundry lends itself to the aligned

writes and precise control of etch depths required to meet the design specification.

Partially etched gratings produce more efficient couplers and tend to allow for larger

feature sizes. Moreover, the optimized partially-etched grating designs produced from

inverse design tend to be less resonant than fully-etched counter parts. Lastly, the

residual layer, in the case of silicon gratings, provides a thermal and electrical sink for

heat and carriers. This may result in couplers with greater robustness to damage.

For all these reasons, the couplers we have have chosen for our initial multi-stage

designs are partially etched designs. In Figure 5.5, the simulated coupling efficiencies

for our gratings are shown. The gratings depicted in the figure have a minimum

feature size of 100 nm and a partial etch depth of 70 nm. Another set of designs have

also been prepared that use a 150 nm minimum feature size and achieve coupling

efficiencies around 45%. Instead of using one ultra-broadband coupler to account

for any spectral drift in fabrication, as was done in the experiment in Chapter 4,

we have instead provided a set of individual couplers that will be used for separate

devices on a given mask. This allows us to achieve greater efficiencies, without having

to compromise on bandwidth. Moreover, through optical characterization, we can

identify which coupler best spectrally aligns to the accelerator.

In addition to the partial etch gratings, multi-layer gratings can provide high coupling

efficiencies and are supported in silicon photonics foundries. In this approach multiple

dielectric layers are etched with gratings to provide the symmetry breaking, achieving

near-unity transmission [89, 90].
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Figure 5.5: Simulated coupling efficiencies of partially-etched grating couplers for
foundry fabrication. A set of partially-etched, inverse designed couplers are shown that
will be used for separate devices on a given mask. Figure courtesy of Dr. Jean-Philippe
MacLean.

Power Splitters. When light from an external source is coupled on-chip through

a grating coupler, it is first confined in a large aspect-ratio waveguide, with a width

to match the grating coupler. To split this light into a waveguide network, often

is the case that this large-aspect ratio waveguide is adiabatically tapered down to

single-mode (400-500 nm), at which point, power is split across two or more output

waveguides through the use of a Y-splitter, multi-mode interference (MMI) splitter,

or directional coupler. However, for high-field applications, this immediate tapering

of the waveguide creates a choke-point where damage can occur.

Most efficient methods of splitting light require tapering down to a single mode waveg-

uide [30]. However, a solution to this limitation can be found through the use of inverse

design. By setting the input mode to be the fundamental mode of the slab, specifying

a design region, and setting the output modes as multiple single-mode waveguides,

we can obtain a novel structure that accomplishes our task. Two designs, optimized

in 2.5D, are shown in Panel A of Figure 5.6. These splitters take the mode of a

waveguide of width 8 µm and uniformly distributes the power over five single-mode

waveguide in the output. The top design relies more on optimization of the device
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boundary, while the bottom device utilizes sub-wavelength features to accomplish the

splitting. In both cases, crucially, the magnitude of the fields inside of the structure

are not substantially larger than in the waveguide. Similar structures can be designed

in full 3D, where limitations due to the large simulation domain can be handled by

interfacing with a time-domain solver.

Phase Shifters. While waveguide delay lines provide temporal matching between

the laser pulses and the electron trajectory, the integrated phase shifters ensure that

the fields are properly in-phase with the electron. Active tuning of the phase relies

on electro-optic effects such as the Pockels effect, plasma dispersion effect, or the

thermo-optic effects [35]. Since silicon does not support a Pockels effect, as it has a

centro-symmetric crystal structure, we focus our discussion on the plasma dispersion

and thermo-optic effect primarily.

Electro-optic phase shifters based on carrier injection or depletion are able to operate

at very fast speeds, providing switching rates in the GHz. As a rough example, a phase

shifter operating through carrier depletion at 2V provides a change in refractive index

of ∆neff 1 × 10−4. To get an appreciable phase shift, the waveguides of the phase

shifter must have lengths in the hundreds of microns [30]. This change in carrier

concentration also increases the optical absorption in the material. For the same

example, at 2V this corresponds to loss of 8 dB/cm. While fast dynamic tuning of the

different stages may be desirable, the optical loss due to phase shifters based on the

plasma dispersion effect would limit power delivered to the final accelerator.

Thermo-optic phase shifters provide another approach. Here a metal resistive wire

sits above the waveguide (Panel B of Figure 5.6). Current is flowed through this wire,

generating heat which is diffused into the silicon waveguide. Silicon has a thermo-

optic coefficient of dn/dT = 1.87 × 10−4 K−1, [30], where a temperature change of

∆T = 13◦K is sufficient for a π phase shift over 320 µm [97]. Lower temperatures

can be used as well if longer waveguide distance is allowed by the application. The

benefit of thermo-optic phase shifters is no optical absorption is introduced. However,

the downsides are that this method is slow (time scales on the µs), requires a large

power budget (15-21 mW per accelerator stage), and is vulnerable to thermal cross-

talk between adjacent waveguides. Moreover, the purposeful generation of heat may

induce misalignment between the electron beam and the accelerator structure.
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Ultimately, complete or partial integration with materials that support the Pockels ef-

fect will provide a platform for integrated phase shifters with the least disadvantages.

Integrated phase shifters in lithium niobate-on-insulator have already been demon-

strated to operate at CMOS compatible voltages (Vπ = 1.4V), low-loss (<0.5 dB),

and fast switching speeds (> 45 GHz) [75, 98]. Additionally, recent fabrication devel-

opments in low-loss 4H-silicon-carbide-on-insulator opens up the possibility for inte-

gration with this material as well [77].

Waveguide-integrated DLA. The design for the waveguide-integrated DLA follows

similarly as described in Chapter 2. One consideration for these foundry-fabricated

structures is the presence of a top cladding layer. A cladding layer is beneficial to

protect devices and allow for additional metal/dielectric layers; however, for our appli-

cation, a vacuum channel in the waveguide-integrated DLA is necessary for electrons

to propagate in. This is not an issue since we can open the cladding region locally

around the accelerator. One point to check though is if reflections of the waveguide

mode will occur at the transition from the region of cladding to no-cladding. A sweep

of waveguide widths and the percent transmission is shown in Panel A of Figure 5.7.

Thankfully, the transmission is near unity for all waveguide widths, and so the opening

of oxide in a region around the integrated accelerator is not an issue.

The flexibility of the inverse design method allows us to prepare accelerator devices

with a range of feature sizes and different modes of operation. In Panel B (left) of

Figure 5.7 a single-side drive integrated accelerator for 220 nm SOI has been designed

with minimum feature sizes exceeding 140 nm. In Panel B (right), another accelerator

for on-chip dual-drive illumination is designed with 90 nm minimum feature size.

The designs we produce not only function to accelerate the electrons, but can also be

used as bunchers and lensing elements. For the case of a buncher, the DLA will first

energy modulate the beam of electrons such that some are accelerated and others are

decelerated. After a drift length, the leading and lagging particles catch up and are

bunched. This bunched electron beam is then perfectly spatially oriented to experience

net acceleration in the subsequent accelerator stage. Finally, by modulating the input

power and phase of the waveguide mode exciting the accelerator, the accelerator can

function as a lens with a tunable focal length. This has already been demonstrated

in the free-space experiments. [26]
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Figure 5.6: Power splitters for high-power applications and thermal phase-tuning.
A. Inverse designed power splitter for high-power applications. Unlike most power splitting
components, light is not required to be confined in a single-mode waveguide first. Top
device shows a geometry which accomplishes splitting task primarily through boundary
optimization, while bottom device relies on sub-wavelength features. Both devices have a
width of 8 µm and simulated in 2.5D B. Geometry of thermo-optic phase shifter. Resistive
heater diffuses heat as current is sent through it. Temperature increase in silicon waveguide
corresponds to a change in refractive index. Figure adapted from [97], under OSA Open
Access Publishing Agreement.
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Figure 5.7: Considerations for foundry fabrication of DLAs. A. Transmission of
fundamental waveguide mode between an interface where the waveguide is cladded and
not-cladded. Figure courtesy of Dr. Shahriar Aghaeimeibodi. B. Inverse design fabrication
constraints can produce structures with variable minimum feature size ranging from >140
(left) to 90 nm (right).



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Outlook

In this thesis I have described the first demonstration of an on-chip integrated laser-

driven dielectric laser accelerator (DLA). This device couples light from a femtosecond

pulsed laser into a waveguide, where the waveguide-mode acts as the source for the accel-

erator. The design of this structure relied heavily on inverse design methodologies, which

were also discussed. This result marks a major milestone for DLAs, validating the use of

integrated photonics as a path forward to achieve higher acceleration gradients and ener-

gies. In addition, I outlined the strategies and components to be developed for a multi-stage

on-chip integrated accelerator. Looking at the difference between the schematic shown in

Figure 1.4 to the mask in Figure 6.1 we can see the progress of our efforts in transitioning

from an illustration to a soon-to-be realized multi-stage photonic-integrated DLA.

It is truly an exciting time for the development of a multi-stage on-chip DLA. With the

fabrication of our devices shifting to foundries, the collaboration is now able to explore a

more complex design space, with features such as partial etches, multiple dielectric layers,

and active components. With access to foundry fabrication, the initial focus should be

spent on developing and testing the routing components that will be used in the multi-

stage accelerator. This includes utilizing the partial-etch or multiple-layer capabilities to

design high efficiency and damage-resilient couplers. Additionally, the power splitters used

to split power directly from the from the grating coupler waveguide to individual single-

mode waveguides will need to be designed in full-3D optimization. This large area device

(roughly 20x10 µm) will likely present too large of a matrix for FDFD iterative solvers

to handle, and so interfacing the inverse design framework with an FDTD solver will be

necessary. Thankfully, this been facilitated with Logan Su’s work on the Goos library of the

SPINS code-base [99]. Once these high-power power routing components are designed and
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Figure 6.1: Multi-stage on-chip accelerator. Together with (1.) automated grating
coupler optimization, (2.) inverse-designed splitters for handling high-powers, (3.) active
tuning of phase, and (4.) waveguide-integrated DLAs, we can assemble a multi-stage accel-
erator that is soon-to-be realized.

tested, a large number of experiments relying on multi-stage operation can be conducted.

With the routing components for high-power developed, multi-stage accelerators can

then be explored. Here, we will need to perform the experiments shown in [24, 26], to

demonstrate net-acceleration (electron bunching) and the laser-based focusing. With these

two experiments carried out, we can then take advantage of the capabilities of monolithic

silicon photonics foundry fabrication and explore larger interaction lengths with multi-stage

accelerators toward the MeV goal. At this point, other applications and systems such as

an on-chip klystron and beam-position monitors should be developed. By operating the

accelerator in reverse, as a radiator, light can be generated from the passing electrons. The

specific frequency of light radiated depends on the energy of the electron and the period of

the accelerator. In particular, there is interest within the community to use this on-chip

klystron as a method of producing an integrated THz radiation source [100]. Furthermore,

radiated light could be a beneficial diagnostic and control-systems tool if one were able to

process the light to characterize the electron beam or optimally set the voltage of the active

phase-shifters.
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After successful demonstration of a multi-stage waveguide integrated accelerator, initi-

ating communication with the medical community is imperative. The first applications of

DLA technology will likely be for healthcare, and so it is important to understand their

needs in greater detail. Currently, established uses of electron linear accelerators in medicine

are for radiotherapy and sterilization. For these applications we will need electron energies

of 4-12 MeV and beam currents in the nA to µA range. While there has been much dis-

cussion of reaching higher energies in the DLA community, there has been comparatively

little work towards higher beam currents. At the moment, our experiments operate in a

regime of a single electron per shot, providing currents in the fA range. Calculations in-

dicate that reaching nA currents will be achievable in a multi-stage DLA [56]; however,

testing of structures with more electrons per shot, and possibly with higher repetition rate

lasers will be necessary. Within the DLA community, exploration of multi-channel acceler-

ators has also taken place [101]. Similar approaches of multiple channels can be adapted in

the waveguide-integrated approach, again taking advantage of monolithic silicon photonics

fabrication. Multiple channels across different vertical layers is also a possibility within

foundry fabricated structures.

I am captivated by the directions in which this project is evolving. Our techniques to

optimize the devices are improving, our fabrication capabilities are becoming more sophis-

ticated, and interest in our field is growing. It will not be long before multi-staged on-chip

accelerator, complete with a buncher, multiple energy gain stages, and focusing elements,

will be demonstrated. However, the aspect of this work that I am most thrilled about is

how clear its impact to society is. Doctors around the world will use these accelerators as

a compact and cost-effective sources for radiotherapy to save lives. DLAs will be used as

portable generators of high energy electrons for sterilization, enabling the reuse of items

that would have otherwise been thrown into landfill. Furthermore, novel applications of ac-

celerator technologies, that are only achievable from the small form factor and accessibility

of our on-chip accelerators, will be discovered. I am grateful for the role I have been able

to play towards this future.



Appendix A

Calculation Of Beam Current from
Dose Rate

For most radiotherapy systems, the beam current is a parameter that is not often spec-

ified. As this is an important quantity from the accelerator development point-of-view, we

can be determine the current from the dose rate which is often specified. The dose rate,

D, with units MeV/kg · s, or more commonly Gy, for electrons operating at a specified

absorption percentage depth dose (PDD) is given by

D =
IEα
qAd

where I is the beam current, E is the electron energy, α is the fractional absorbed dose,

q is the charge of the electron, A is the exposed area, and d is the penetration depth.

The conversion factor from the unit of dose MeV/kg to the more frequently cited Gy is

1 Gy = 6.24× 1012 Mev/kg.
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Appendix B

Frames of Electron Energy Spectra
Measurements

In this appendix we include the raw images obtained from the micro-channel plate

(MCP) detector during the electron acceleration experiment with the waveguide-integrated

accelerator. The electron energy spectra are obtained by averaging at least five frames of

such frames, and each frame consists of two seconds of integrating electron counts. Each

second, 100,000 electrons are generated. The final transmission is limited primarily by the

aperture of the waveguide-integrated accelerator (250 x 500 nm) and the quantum efficiency

of the final MCP plate detector (∼30%), resulting in roughly 10,000 counts per second.
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Figure B.1: Wavelength sweep electron energy spectra frames. Randomly selected
sample of electron energy spectra frames at different center drive wavelength with constant
incident power of 2.75 mW. Figure from [58]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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Figure B.2: Power sweep electron energy spectra frames. Randomly selected sam-
ple of electron energy spectra frames at varying incident powers, but at constant center
wavelength of λ = 1940 nm. Figure from [58]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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